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the accumulated inflammatory exudations, for
whichhe i snv.

5 no escapen It is now that the

necessity for treatment arises. The patient, in

THE MEDICAL TREATMENT OF PERI- the great majority of cases, experiences that

TONITIS. symptom, common to iany affections, of pain,
and pain in a most severe and intolerable form.

By Joseph Eichberg, M. D., of Cincinnati, Ohio. It is here that we have an indication both causal

The treatment of peritonitis must necessarily and symptonatic, for pain itself is prcstrating,
be adapted to the cause, and varies greatly as we and pain will kili. The organs covered by the
are dealing with a primary or a secondary form peritoneun are richly supplie i nevou
of the affection. Yet, in many cases, the search connections,and through those they influence by
for the cause is neither easy nor successful; and reflex action the heart and circulation. We
while uncertainty on this point may exist, our knov the sudden, it nay b tal, p that
duty to the patient demands prompt action. The a severe blov or injury upon the abdo-
whole history of this affection is so recent that men, and it is not dificuit to believe that an
it is rather to be marvelled at that the plan of irritation cf less intensity and longer duration
treatment now generally adopted has been ma- would bring about imilar resuits. The pain in
tured in so short, a time, and that, if properly Pei
carried out, it will in many cases prove so suc- novement, by every breath; it exoludes every
cessful, independent of the causal condition. other consideration, and prevents sleep and

A moment's consideration of the natural funo- needed rest. It is here that opium cornes to eur
tion of the peritoneum will help us considerably aid-the sheet anchor, as ithas been called, in
to understand why certain measures must bè peritonitis, the splint to the weunded periten-
used to attain a favorable issue. As a delicate, enr. I speak now of cases of acute diffuse
smooth investment of nearly all the important peritonitis, the cases that aie coinnenly met
organs of the abdominal cavity, its presence with.
greatly facilitates those constant changes of size, It has seemed singular te nie, after ail that
position, and mutual relation that result lrom has been written and speken upon this subjeot,
the various phases of the digestive process ; its that it shold se frequently be necessary to en-
surface, bept constantly moist by the lymph that courage physicians to a more ready resort to this
finds its way into the cavity, is never with an agent. It would seem that the proper amount of
excess of fluid, because of stomata, or lit§le attention bas nct been givon to the teaehings of
lymph-mouths, that readily afford exit into the Alonzc Clark, whe bas summed up bis own
lymnphatic circulation of any fluid that may therapeutic experience ef more than flfty years
accumulate in undue proportions-under physi- in the article upon this subjeot in Pepper's Sys-
ological conditions. tem of Medicine. Why it is that where such

With the appearance of inflammation the obvions indications fer a remedy exist, se many
snooth, pliant, moist covering of the abdominal medical men nianifest an ill-founded timidity I
viscera becomes -turgid and roughened, its sur- cannot understand. Assuredly, it cannot be the
face covered with a viscid rather than a liquid fault of- their teachîng; and if they only dared
preduot, its steiata closed, its cavity filled with ao use it properly, their first experience wit
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opium in peritonitis would soon give them the
needed confidence to do right by their patients.
I feel very strongly upon this point, because it
has happened to me to see several cases that
made a lasting and very unfavorable impression,
In one of these, a case of puerperal peritoni is
seen in consultation not long ago, the patient
had been receiving for six days-mark it well-
an average of one-fourth of a grain of morphine
daily. She had not slept one hour in all that
time, and, it is almost needless to say, she ,died.
In another case of acute peritonitis in a boy of
fourteen years, I was assured by the attending
physician that lie gave a hypodermic injection
of an eighth of a grain of morphine as often as
lie thougit necessary-as though it were not
necessary every half-hour !

The average medical graduate leaves college
with the carefully-acquired information that the
dose of opium is from one fourth to one-half a
grain, every three or four hours, but that there
are marked idiosyncrasies, and that its adminis-
tration must be anxiously watched. le will,
accordingly, treat bis case of peritonitis on this
plan, constaitly feeling uneasy lest in his ab-
sence the patient develop narcotism. Finding
that no symptoms of poisoning develop he will
rest satisfied that he has done the full measure
of his duty, and will repeat the small dose every
three or four hours in his next case.

It is no inaginary picture that I am drawing;
it is what1 myself have seen ; and it is time that
the profession learned to regard this timorous,
faint-hearted misuse of opium, deceiving alike
to the practitioner and the patient, as malprac-
tice; as criminal as the neglect to recognize a
fracture, and place it in a suitable dressing. It
has been said that there is no dose of opium for
pain. This may be extended, and it may be
as truthfully said that the sinallest suitable dose
of opium in peritonitis is that which will
promptly carry the patient to the limits of nar-
cotism, and that the frequency for its repetition
is to be determined solely by the degree of nar-
cotism. It is not conscientious regard for the
patient's life that prevents the physician from
following this plan. It is his own lack of cour-
age which sacrifices the patient.

I am fully aware of arguments that have been
advanced in answer to Dr. Clark's report of the
case, who, at the height of the attack, received
for six days the equivalent of from 421 to 467
grains of opium every twenty-four hours. It is
said that of all this large amount but The smal-
lest fraction was absorbed ; that- to get the proper
dose it should be given hypodermically, etc.
Supposing it -was necessary to give 467 grains to
obtain absorption for the amount required to
cure the patient, then 467 grains was the proper
dose in that case. Hypodermie medication, is
unnecessary, as morphine can easily be given in
concentrated solution by the mouth, and most of

i t will be absorbed b3fore it enters the stomach,

to say nothing of the intestines. The basis of
some of the opposition is, that in the inflamed
condition of the peritoneum, the mesenteryýand
its contained vessels, and the intestines and their
lacteals, are unable to perform their physiolo-
gical duty. The full measure of their physiolo-
gical duty, we will admit, but certainly not a
large fraction of it, else how could nutrition be
maintained !

A word more as to the opium treatment. To
secure its best effect it must be given early. It
has for some time been my rule in every case
commencing with fever, prostration, and an
acute, localized, continuous pain, to begin the
treatnent at once with opium or morphine.
without regard to the possibility of existing con-
stipation. Should the painful symptoms sub-
side in the course of a day or two the bowels may
be opened by a mild saline cathartic, or, by whiat
seems preferable me, repeated minute doses of
calomel; but opium first, and all the time, until
convinced that peritonitis, in its diffuse form,
has not developed. Little attention need be
paid to the bowels at the start. Clark says that
he has allowed patients to go for fourteen days
without a stool.

The use of opium does not always prevent the
regular evacuations, and I have seen a patient
who had one movement daily during the entire
course of his disease, though for two weeks he
was receiving half a grain of morphine every
hour, and, doubtless, many similar instances
could be narrated. These cases should be Te-
garded as exceptional, since the effect of the
opium, as usually observed, is to retard greatly,
if it does not wholly arrest, intestinal move-
ments. By diminishing the frequency of respir-
ation, *the opium tends to eliminate another
source of pain, as well as to prevent that rapid
spread of the disease which the constant attrition
of diseased against healthy portions of the peri-
toneum will almost surely entail. TJpon the
circulation, too, the action of the opium must be
regarded as largely beneficial. The slowing of
the heart-beats with the rise in arterial tension
following its use, are ample testimony that, if
properly controlled, it is a cardiac tonic. We
obtain this result at once, but it is necessary to
carry the patient beyond this point, and to in-
duce a sedative action on the circulation.

How are we to judge of the proper degree of
narcotism, seeing that it is easy to carry the
patient beyond the desired point, especially
while employing such large doses ? Not by the
relief of pain, for this result may be atttained
early; nor by the contracted pupil, which also
shows itself after very moderate doses. The in-
dex of the proper degree of narcotism is furnish-
ed by the respiration, the pulse, the continual
drowsiness of the patient, and the partial relax-
ation of the abdominal wall. The frequency
of the respirations, increased by the embarrass-
ment of the abdominal movements, should be
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brouglit down to twelve or ten per minute, and Upon the urinary secretion the action of the
mintained at this rate as long as the symptoms mercurous salt is no less welcome. With the
persist; should it fall below this limit, the in- diminution of the secretion and the blunting of
terval between two successive doses can be sensibility in the blailder, and with the impair-
lengthened. The pulse of peritonitis is hard ment of muscular strength in the wall of this
and wiry ; under the influence of these full doses organ from the existing inflammation of its outer
of opium itbecomes slow, soft, and compressible. tunic, the expulsion of the urine is often effect-
The dr.owsiness of the patient is a symptom that ed with the greatest difficulty ; at times, indeed,
should be watched by the physician himself, and it becomes impossible. It is in relieving these
not trusted to either nurse or attendant. It symptoms that calomel often assists, especially
should be a drowsiness from which the patient when combined with digitalis in small doses.
eau be readily roused, and should never be It seems to me that calomel has yet another
allowed to become a stupor. It is well in con- virtue that entitles it to particular consideration
nection with this, to bear in mind that the here, namely, its action upon the intestine and
maximum effect of any dose of opium or its intestinal contents. It cannot longer be gain-
derivatives is not obtained until three hours said that mercury and its salts in physiological
after administration-a safe criterion in deciding doses aét as cholagogues. A s Brunton says in
the frequency of repetition of our doses. With his admirable work upon pharmacology, "The
the patient fairly narcotized, there is slight real action of mei-cury as a cholagogue consists,
relaxation of the abdominal muscles, the tym- not in its stimulating the liver to form more
panites becomes less, with corresponding relief bile, but in removing more readily from the
froi the feeling of tension. body the bile which is already presentin excess"

One effect incidental to the use of opium It appears to perform the function by stimulat-
remains to be mentioned, and that is, its influ- ing the upper part of the smnall intestine, and
ence upon the secretions. It dininishes the thus causing the evacuation of the bile before
saliva and the urine promptly and dècidedly; it tine has been allow ed for its reabsorution. The
slightly increases the amount of the perspiration, reasons for this supposition are : (1) That mer-
and thus may aid in counteracting an excessive cury is so beneficial in bilious disorders ; (2) that
clevation of temperature. With regard to its it does cause the appearance of bile in the stools,
use in peritonitis Brunton says that "Opium, by for Buchheim has proved by analysis that the
its action on the peripheral terminations of vaso- green stools which occur after purgation by cal-
motor nerves, will prevent or diminish the reflex omel owe their color to bile ; and (3) that in the
dilatation of the vessels, which the local irrita- stools passed after mercurial purgatives, leucin
tion would otherwise produce ; congestion will and tyrosin, the products of pancreatic diges-
thus be diminished, and inflammation will be tion, have beca found.
relieved." The action of opium in peritonitis Now we know that one office of the bile is to
is, therefore, probably twofold: First, it lessens promote peristalis. If we can assîst in regularly
peristalic movements of the intestines, and thus transmitting to the lower part of the intestine
diminishes local irritation ; secondly, it lessens some of thiîs fluid we counteract by just so much
reflex activity of the centres through which local the obstinate constipation that, if too long con-
irritation causes dilatation of the vessels, and tinued, may in itself constitute a menace to the
thus it dimninishes peritoneal congestion. patient suffering fromn acute peritonitis. Bile

The unpleasant effectof opium and its deriva- also has a tendency to prevent decomposition of
tives upon the secretions has led me to combine the residual alimentary mass, and it is assisted
witli it minute doses of a drug at one tirne very in this by the presence of mercury, which acts
generally used in the management of this dis- as a disinfectant of the intestinal contents. In
ease, but latterly decried on all sides : I refer to peritonitis this tendency to decomposition is
a salt of nercury, the mild chloride being the greatly assisted by the sluggish movement or in-
form commnonly employed. Tie physiological action of the bowel, by the temporarily increased
effects of mercury and its salts upon the saliva local temperature, and by the presence of a large
snd the urine are directly antagonistic to that of amount of inflammatory fluid, and any remedy
opium, both of these secretions being increased whicli can counteract this tendency is useful.
by its use. By combining with our opiate a It has been my practice to combine one-tenth
small quantity of calomel we are frequently of a grain of calomel with each half-grain of
enabled to avoid the furred tongue, the dry lips, morphine, and to continue the administration of
the pasty and unpleasant taste in the mouth, botli drugs until the bo-wels are casily moved.
that so frequently attend the employment of This result is generally obtained on the fourth
large doses of opium. Nor need there be much or fifth day, when several stools are apt to follow
fear of ptyalism when the two drugs are com- in quick succession. Should the tendency to
bined, as each in a measure counteracts the diarrha become annoying, the calomel is dis-
effects of the other. It is certain that mercury continued and the patient given a little of
is tolerated better and for a longer time when Hope's camphor mixture.
combined with opium than when given alone. The only contraindication for the use of opium
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may be furnished by the condition of the kid-
neys. Chronic interstitial nephritis, so insidious
in its onset that the patient himself has never
received any warning of its presence, is very apt
to be revealed by the excessive effect of a single
moderate dose of an opiate. The tendency to
uræmia seems to be favored, if nanifested be-
fore, or even to be developed, when not pre-
viously indicated, by the use of opium. Even
in peritonitis, where there usually exists so
remarkable a tolerance for this drug, the. ill
effects have not been wantiug; so that patients
suffering from peritonitis, occurring in the course
of chronic Bright's disease, have quickly passed
into a state of uræmic coma, with no symptoms
of narcotism, and have died comatose, without
ral bing from tht first attack.

My preference for morphine bas always been
strong, and I am in the habit of giving it in the
form of a standard solution in cherry-laurel
water, one grain to the drachm. Of this solu-
tion a sixth, fourth, thiid, or half can easily be
given, and the cherry-laurel water acts in part
as a gastiic sedative, preventing the tendency to
vomit which morphine produces in some
patients. Where this tendency nevertheless
exists I have given the morphine by suppositor-
ies or have substituted codeine, which must be
given in doses four limes greater thai those of
morDhine, but is easy to administer, and little
likely to produce gastric derangement.

With symptoms that from the beginning are
chiefly local, it is but natural that local measures
should have early occupied a prominent place in
treatment. The local application of leeches, the
use of blisters and other powerful counter-irri-
tants have had their place and are now, happily,
no longer relied upon. Not so with topical
applications intended, by their temperature, to
influence the course of the inflammation. Cold
applications, hot applications, turpentine stupes,
flaxseed or other poultices have had their cham-
pions, and are still very commonly used. It is
sometimes difficultto decide what form of appli-
cation may be best suited to the individual case,
but it is a safe rule, in every instance, to consult
the comfort of the patient, and to let that in-
fluence the selection of hot or cold applications
All of these applications are open to one serious
objection, namely, tbat they require to be con-
stantly changed-the cold applications, lest they
get too hot, the warm, lest they grow too cold;
and in these frequent manipulations the tender
abdomen is liable to fresh injury.

It was formerly the practice in acute peritoni-
tis, when mercury stood high in favor as the
preliminary step in all kinds of treatment, to
apply freely mercurial ointment to the abdomen,
the ointment being spread upon flannel or some
ather soft fabric and left in contact with the
abdomen. In the reaction following the exces-
sive use of mercury the drug in all its forms
was practically banished from the materia medi-

ca, save for a few specific purposes, and this use
of it in peritonitis -was banished with the rest.
But the pendulum bas swung a little too far in
the other direction, and, I think, we must again
return to many of the things that were found
useful by Our fathers in medicine. For the last
three years every case that bas come under my
care, in hoslpital or private practice, bas been
treated by the free application of mercurial
ointment over the whole abdomen. It bas
promptly relieved the feeling of rigidity and
painful distention ; the immediate elfect bas
been cooling and pleasant to the patients and
the tympanites bas subsided as quickly as after
any other local application. It constitutes a
dressing that easi£y adapts itself to the shape of
the abdomen ; it does not annoy by its weight;
there is no wetting of the bedclothes, and the
patient is not disturbed for its frequent removal,
the ointmnent being renewed but twice in twen-
ty-four pours. In all of these particulars it
possesses decided advantages over other local
applications. The mercury is evidently ab-
sorbed very slowly, for I have yet to see a case
of ptyalism from its use; and in many instances
it bas remained in contact with the skin for two
or three weeks.

Of the individual synptoms but two require
especial mention in connection with the treat-
ment, namely, the vomitiug and tympanites.
The former, which frequently ushers in the
whole train of symptoms, is often so severe at
the outset as to suggest intestinal obstruction;
yet it is promptly controlled, as a rule, by large
doses of opium. When occurring later in the
disease, cracked ice taken freely into the mouth,
small quantities of iced champagne, alone or in
combination with aromatic spirit of ammonia, or
balf-drop doses of creasote in emulsion of sweet
almonds, usually succeeds in controlling the
trouble. Champagne lias the advantage of being
a stimulant and at the same time a gastric seda-
tive; it is readily taken by children as well as
by adults, and its use can be continued through
the entire course of the disease.

Tympanites is always present to a greater or
less degree but rarely, except in peritonitis of
septic origin, and especially in those forms inci-
dent to the puerperal period, does it become
excessive. The abdominal distention may, how-
ever, attain such propoitions that the upward
pressure of the diaphragm becomes a dangerous
impediment to the circulation and respiration,
and calls for immediate relief. A rectal tube
carried high into the bowel, and left there, may
accomplish all that is necessary; but this result
cannot be confidently expected, since the gaseous
distention is found mainly in the small intes-
tine. Under these circunmstances it bas been
recommended to puncture the bowel with a
hypodermic or aspirator needle through the
abdominal wall. I cannot regard such a plan at
wholly devoid of danger, and should resort to is
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only in extreme cases, selecting a needle of the
smallest calibre to be found. It is true that
puncturing a healthy bowel is a matter of very
little moment, since the muscular layer quickly
contracts about the minute orifice, thus prevent-
ing the escape of liquid or gaseous intestinal
contents ; not so when puncture becomes neces-
sary as a curative measure. Is not the tympan-
ites itself evidence of paralysis, or great loss of
tone of the bowel; and would not the increased
pressure wvithin the intestine tend to favor the
escape of some of the intestinal contents as soon
as the needle is withdrawn? Such considera-
tiens call for the exercise of the greatest care
and discrimination with regard to this step.

The diet should be liquid, easily assimilated,
and of a kind likely to leave but little residue.
Some fori of peptones, or peptonoids, now
readily obtained, or, if need be, prepared by
artiticial digestion, constitutes at once a palatable
drink and a food. A little alcoholic stimulant,
brandy or whiskey, may be added from the first,
and will help to sustain the patient. There
should be plenty of fresh air, with a limited
number of attendants. Above all I would en-
force rest and quiet; and the constant stream of
visitors that besets so nany a sick-room is to be
wholly interdicted.

I have made no reference te surgical measures,
because I have been here dealing with what is
known as acute idiopathic peritonitis, and sur-
gical treatment is never called for in this dis-
ease, unless the case ends in abcess or diffuse
suppuration. But with prompt resort to the
treatment as here outlined such a termination is
unlikely; -and even in many of the secondary
forms, occssioned by typhlitis or perityphlitis
this treatment will obviate the necessity for an
operation, which, however brillian. its results, is
yet a very grave step for the patient, and not to
be undertaken rashly. Despite the almost reck-
less manner in which the peritoneum is now
treated by surgeous, we have the opinion of so
brilliant and renowned an operator as Schede,
advising against surgical intervention in periton-
itis, simple or acute, and in perityphlitis during
the height of the process; unless it can be pretty
clearly shown in the latter case that perforation
and a distinct tendency to sacculation exist.

The treatment of chronie peritonitis need
occupy us but briefly. It may. indeed, well be
questioned if such a disease as chronic peritonitis
ever occurs, excepting that due te tubercular or
cancerous infiltration. In both of these condi-
tions supporting treatment, fresh air, good
hygienie measures, and, in case of tubercalar
disease, the selection of a suitable climate, indi-
cate the extent of the physicsan's power.

In cases of tubercular or cancerous peritonitis
it frequently becomes necessary to interfere, by
surgical means, owiug te great distention of the
abdominal walls by fluid effusion. The opera-
tien of tapping is the classie remedy for this

condition, but abdominal section, in the tuber-
cular variety, seems to promise better results, as
by means of it some cases have been cured. It
is a question for pathologists whether these cases
have really been tubercular in character, or
whether the miliary nodules may not have been
of the character of the tumors described as en-
dothelioma, of which the peritoneum is the most
frequent seat. At all events, we have net had
records of every case successfully treated by
incision, in which an autopsy subsequently re-
vealed the return of the affection, nor can we
understand from carefully-acquired knowledge
of the life and habits of the tubercle bacillus
how the mere exposure te the air for a few
moments, and the contact with a warm solution
of boric acid or plain boiled water, should per-
mauently alter the conditions upon which its
vitality depends. This question trenches, how-
ever. on the surgical aspects of the disease.

I an well aware that there can be no claim of
novelty in the treatment here outlined, but it is
sometimes desirable te burnish our old silver,
and let the treasure appear in its true light.-
Philadelphia Med. News.

41arrt!pailtenc.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.

BERLIN, 27th Dec., 1890.

(From our own Correspondent.)
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DEAR EDIToR,-As promised in my last letter
I now beg to furnish some account of work doune
with Koch remedy at Charitè Hospital in the
clinics of Von Bergman, Gerhardt, Leu, lRosen-
thal, &c., as well as at other hospitais, where

good work has been done. The worst case of
lupus treated here is the following: Jager, St.
28, man of good physique and good family his-
tory, suffered from lupus for many years. On
entering hospital the diseased tissue extended
over both cheeks as high as malar bounes, and
outwards sonie two inches beyond angles of each
jaw, dovnwards over lips, chin and neck to
pomun Adami. Nose eaten away to bony sep-
tum and lupoid tissue extending upward over
remaining nasal structure to lower border frontal
bone; in fact, the face presented was a suppurat-
ing, ulcerating, putrid miass, emitting such a
horrible odor as te make his presence in the ward
unsupportable had il net been for the aid of
antiseptics and deodorants. Treatment by Koch's
lymph alone was began on 9th i>ecember last by
injection of 1 centigran. Reaction followed in
five hours with T. of 103, P. 112. Three days
after, on repeating the same dose, about similar
results followed, and this happened until the
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5th dose was given, when instead of fever follow- any other remedy was ever known to afford.
ing a sub-normal T. vas caused. By increasing This change meant briefly a decreased expecto-
dose one-half a normal T. was reached, again on ration and lessened cough, cessation of sweating,
giving double original dose, viz., 0-02, T. became gain of weight and good appetite. A clearing
subnormal. This was on 23rd December, and up of the moist railes with clear percussion, and
the Chiistmas holidays interfering the patient iustead of bronchial breathing a more vesicular
received no further treatment until 29th Decem- murmur. Although an increase of the bacilli
ber, when 0-03 c.c. were given without reaction. occurs after the first injections this passes off in
At this time, in spite of the intermission of most instances as the case progresses and few or
about a week in treatment, the appearance of none are discoverable later.
this patient was so remarkable in contrast to his One case I saw in Charitè Hospital where
condition on entering that one could not be phth. pulmon. developed after typhoid fever,
otherwise than delighted at the wonderfully and patient gained, -when this treatment was
good effect produced. The last time I saw and begun, just 13 lbs. ir, two weeks ; this was
talked with this man, only a number of isolated looked on as phenomenal it is true, but Le con-
nodules of ulceration remained, and I know tinued to gain steadily though more slowly in
from experience in less aggravated cases that a the following weeks, during which I saw him.
week or two more would leave his face smooth His cough had quite left him, and although
and practicallyhealed. In the same ward of the looking pale and anæemic he assured me he felt
"Charitè" another case was quite cured where about as %vell as ever, and hoped soon to go
the nose was half gone, while the face, hand and home. At a recent meeting of Berlin Medical
arm had been badly affected, there remaining Society, Dr. Frenkel read records of the en-
only the smooth dark blue cicatricial surface ceuraging resuits in generai improvements, a
where lormerly for twelive years a distressing general diminution ef dullness over the infiltra-
condition existed. In pri- ate talks with these ted areas, and in many cases a prospect of cure
patients they assured me that for the chance of by KecL's remedy. Up te the time 1 Icft Ber-
attaining such good results they would be will- lin few cases Lad yet been discharged as cured
ing to undergo the worst phases of reaction and frem the Lespitals. 1 Lad the good fortune te
all its attending unpleasantnesses. Are not these sec one case of a youth, aged 18, «ho 'as treat-
resuilts that call forth one's admiration ? Sup- cd in Dr. Cornet's private ciinic, and wbo Lad
pose We admit that a recurrence of this disease the day"I saw Lim Yeceived Lis iast injection
is possible, even probable, and up to the present previeus te being sent heme. The lymph Lad
time no evidence is afforded to support such a ceased te affect hiin aitheugli at first the re-
conclusion, look at these patients te-daiy wLe actions were marked. ge said that Lis trouble
Lave unidergone years ef misery of the most try- began three years previously, and alte ugh Lis
ing kind both te th-jeiseives and relatives. They syptons andie net of an aggravatec kind Lis
weu!d give thieir riglit Lands for suCh relief as case was quite pronounced. le imiproved under
Las already been afforded, and I 'euld only add treatment rapidly, se that eight Ieeks later lie
briefly that my conviction is the relief afforded '«as alowed te return home dvith instructions te
by this remedy, even in reference te the disease report in a mionth for another test injection. In
of lupus alene, is worthy the highest praise 'e Lis case I could net convenient y ascertain the
can bestow upsn it. action of the bacilli under treat-ent. WTcight,

The scepe of this letter 'ii net permit me to strengtL. and appetite ere restored satisfactoriy
furnish eue fractinal part ef' the evidence cot- in dery way. Cases of incipient phthisis i 
iected in proof of the efficacy of the lyuph, considered ta e fiv te six wceks, and bad cases
«hile a comparatiycly short acceunt wvould con- three to four onths for satisfactory theatment.
tain niest ef thLe evidence against its use. On the other hand, a yeung '«eman in Dr.

cn1cunerculsis of the ptiuns it is already Kainse's c minie told e that she was orse after
etbiedthat far frein being applicable te six '«ecks ef IÇech's remedy and intended going

every case oef this disoase it is decidedly inju- home net day. A yruyng -an in a different
rions and astens the end in greatiy advanced ward of the saie clinic expressed heinsylf in the
cases, gite large caities; on the other Land, saie terms. These 'ere both cases with good-
both London and erlin aford u, abundant sized eav4ties, and the attenoling physicans ddre
proof that in selected cases it is remarably rather Lopeiess regarding them rerember
benpeficial. My notes show that in inany in- another case in London: that Le never Lad
stances where moi-st raies and other evidences of night sweats until beglinning this treatmient, and
tubercular deposit existed in both apices, x- blamed it accordingly; and se from time te ture
tending ever both bick and front et chest o'fît one wouid meet occasiona cases nhid e discour-
tie usainp accompanying of progressing aged treatment, but these ypere certainh, the
tubercular disease hr as count, expetoration, suali minerity. In advanced cases ne good can
tigt-sweatig, emaciation, iss f appetite, du l be iooked for Nvith any confidence. Distinct
percussion, etc., these Conditions have been contra-indications for the Koa d treatment are
changed rematkably, and in a siorter tino than great oss f strengt amyloid or oter deedn-
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eration of tissue, albumen, urea and cardiac com-
plications of a serious nature. Koch does not
regard slight heart disease as an obstacle, the
pulse being increased long before the rise of T.
I have seen homoptysis cai'sed by-the lymph in
several instances, but after waiting three or four
days, and no further indications, treatment was
resumed without bad effect.

In Hamburg the treatment of tuberele was
carried on effectively at the large general hospi-
tal there, and the results were most encouraging.
All conditions and stages of phthi.sis pulmon.
were treated, consequently ill effects presented
themselves as well as good. In cases that were
net too far advanced the patients showed un-
inistakable signs of benefit. At first the effect
of reaction was loss in weight and strength, but
that was very temporary, for a permanent gain
in strength and flesh generally fo]lowed, with a
relish and desire for food previously unknown.
Owing to the fact that the good effects of this
remedy are nostly confined to cases of the early
stages of consu'mption, and to the fact that many
cases in this condition 'when removed from
the hardships of their every day life to
where they are warmly housed and abun-
dantly fed with what is wholesome and nour-
ishing, frequently improve, it has been assert-
ed that the effect of Koch's lymph is really
secondary te the effect of the improved
hygienic surroundings. Againt that assertion
we have emphatic statements from most of the
leading medical men of our generation in praise
of the remedy, and these men are well known te
give stint praise where it is net merited. I think
it may safely be said that this remedy te be suc-
cessfully handled calls for a more accurate esti-
mate of the patient's physical condition than any
other known means of cure, and several ys
careful observation of the patient's condition are
a necessary preliminary te treatment; a rule thiJ.
is without exception. Then the continuance of
this strict observation during reaction is as called
for as the treatment itself, and this work must
be carried out by competent trained assistants in
order that every detail in the progress of the
cise siay be noted. When as in this treatmnent
the temperature has te be taken every tvo hours
it would be unwise te trust to the assistance of
a patient's relatives as a rule.

In local tuberculosis the results are regarded
as generally beneficial. As in lung tubercle, so
it is here foolish to look for markedly good
results in every case treated. We are fairly well
able now, however, te indicate from experience
thus far afforded what kind of cases are most
amenable te this treatment. In cases of chronic
enlargements of joints I have seen after the sub-
sidence of reaction a decided diminution of the
morbid material, but surgery must still hold its
own in such cases, and the necrotic inaterial
removed by drainage or otherwise. In chronic
enlarged strumous glands remarkably good.

results have been produced after two week's
treatment.

Again, a case of chron. tubercular diarrhea in
the Charitè Hospital, which had resisted every
remedy they had given yielded in about a week
te the lymph. No other remedy being employed
while the lymph was given it was at. least
reasonable te suppose this agent effected the
cure. The case progressed well subsequently
under the same treatment.

In LarUngeal tuberculosis, I saw some excel-
lent results without the evil effects that were
dreaded se mucl au first when it was known the
reactions were accompanied by various ædema-
tous conditions. In Krause's clinic some inter-
esting throat cases were treated with good effect.
One instance in this clinic, where both laryngeal
and lung tubercle were well developed, I would
like te bring te your notice briefly. Wende, St.
38, fair complexion, medium height, good family
history, merchant, had symptoms of lung and
throat trouble two years. On entering hospital
the records show that he had severe cough with
purulent sputum, smothered breathing, moist
rales and dull percussion extending from apices
of both lungs as far as fourth intercostal space;
on left side .a subelavicular cavity was found.
Body shows general emaciation, and night-
sweating was troublesoine. Voice very hoarse,
and throat showed a chronic laryngitis, with in-
filtration of left vocal cord, presence of bacilli in
considerable amount demonstrated. Patient
given full diet and put on lymph treatment by
injection of 0.001 c.c. This small dose caused
T. 103, P. 112. and respir. 40. This subsided but
rose next day te 102° T., again becoming nor-
mal following day. Next injection given forty-
eight hours after first, was increased te 0.0014
c.c., or an increase of about half a milligram.
This gave sharp reaction, T. rising te 1040 F. in
about six hours, then dropping te normal, and
next day rising te 1030 and subsiding. The
doses were gradually increased until in six
weeks he was receiving 0.075 c.c. Results:
night sweats arrested, laryngitis cured, improved
percussion, diminished rales, patient claims te
be greatly better and as cheerful as possible re-
garding his condition, cough much less, sputum
less purulent and less in amount ; formerly
could not lie on right side, now comfortable in
any position. The hoarseness was still marked
but the generally improved condition of this
patient was net only most gratifying te himself
but satisfactory te his physician, for the case
gave promise of best results even in the presence
of fairly well advanced disease. In taking this
patient's private address he promised te write
me in a couple of months regarding his condi-
tien, for he was quite sanguine that about three
months of the saie treatment would enable him
te work again and return home.

Diagnostic value of the Lymph. Although
the remedy has been shown te be most insidious
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in attaching itself to tubercular tissue generall½
this quality has been proved by no means inva-
riable, for records are given where no reaction
took place in the presence of undoubted pulmo-
nary tubercle aLfter injection of from 1 to 10
milligrams. Again fatal resuit has followed in,
some fe'w instances from a minimum dose,
where the case was supposed to be incipient
phthisis but where the autopsy revealed unsus-
pected deep-seated cavities. Of the half dozen
post-mortems vitnessed by me in Europe after
this treatment iii every case the condition of thro
lungs was found to be such as would not war-
rant us giving the remedy in our present know-
ledge of its effects. In ery case the tissues
were either permeated generally by large tuber-
calar deposits, oume caseos, others softened into
areas of pus, or the presence of cavities large and
small have determined the fatal issue. Another
factor very evident vas the frequency in these
cases of great emaciation and debility, such as
would deter a cautious man from applying.so
powerful a remedy in even the smallest doses.
The intravenous method of injecting the lymph
as tried by Barcille in Italy, and which produced
reaction when the hypodermic method failed,
has not been done to any extent in Berlin, Lon-
don, or Paris. As bearing on diagnostic value
I will furnish the outline of a case treated in
in Berlin. It was believed by the hospital sur-
geons to be cancer of soft palate, pharynx and
tonsils. An injection was given experimentally
with no expectation of reaction, but contrary to
the accepted views a severe ieaction followed.
The affected parts within sight becane swollen
and quite red from congestion. In two days a
sloughing condition presented itself over sanie
surface which sloughs were in time expectorated,
leaving red glazed patches behind, and in two
weeks the throat was practically healed, while
patient's liealth generally was greatly restored.

The latest phase of the Koch treatment is car-
ried out at the hospital in Moabit, a suburb of
Berlin. I refer to a few cases where resection
of the ribs has been done to permit of cleansing
out lung cavities, cauterizing these cavities, and
local application of lymph thereto. Prof. Son-
nenburg, who has the surgical wards in the
Moabit hospitals, gives an elaborate account of
these operations in the last Deutsche MAfedicin-
ische Waclenschrift and their resuîlts, which are
certainly satisfactory up to the present time.

oer the technique of the operation and the de-
tails of the work I would refer thoso interested
to that journal. The surgical skill combined
with the precision in medical diagnosis demand-
ed by suci operations precludes procedure of
this kind outside of large hospital centres, but
the Kocl treatment outside of this phase of it
eau be creditably undertaken by the general
practitioner wvho will assume the labor of clini-
cal experience which alone can qualify him.

G. T. ROSS.

MEDICO-CHIRURiGICAL SOCIETY OF
MONTREAL.

Sated -Meeting, November 7th, 1890.

F. J. SHEnEIZ IM A. D., IPRESIDENT, I N

Cnarn.
Drs. Muirhead and Thompson were elected

members of the Society.
Sylhilitic Osteitis.-Dr. Johnston exhibited

specimens of severe condensing oeteitis of the
skull-cap and tibia, due to syphilis. From the
saine case, several black pigmental plaques vere
found situated in the pharnyx on the left side,
at the level of the glottis. The mucosa was
thickened and deeply pigmented; the submu-
cosa beneath was white, dense nnd very firm.
There was no evidence of scariing or ulceration
in the neighborhood. This condition was pos-
sibly due also to syphilis.

Severe Sygphiliti< Ulceration of the Rectum
leading to Perityphlitis.-Dr. Johnston showeA
to the Society, from the sane case, this very
interesting specimen.

Dr. Shepherd, referring to the above speci-
mens, dwelt upon the interest of a case with
such widespread lesions, and the possible bene-
ficial results that might have been obtained from
antisyphilitic treatment; alluding to the peri-
typhlitis, it-was his opinion that an operation
would have been justifiable if suppuration had
occurred.

Chronic Gastric Ulcer, Perforation and Fatal
Peritonitis.-Dr. Reddy related the linical his-
tory of the case. The patient, a girl of 20, was
acting as wet nurse when she first consulted
him a few months ago. She then had symp-
toins of indigestion, for which pepsin was given.
Two days later she felt well, and remained so
for the following twelve days. When, appar-
ently, after undue exposure to cold, she was
seized with severe abdominal pain, and soon
developed all the symptoie of an acute periton-
itis. Salines were given and hot stupes applied.
The pain was relieved, and for sone hours the
patient appeared much better; when she com-
plained of glit pain in the left hypochon-
drium, voimited once, and suddenly died, thir-
ty-six hours froin the onset of her illness. Dr.
Reddy reimarked that at no time, during the
illness, were there any symptoms pointing to
the prinary disease. le had since found out
that the patient had been under treatinent a
year ago in the MUontreal General Hospital for
gastric ulcer. Dwelling upon the obscure symp-
toms of inany of these cases of ulcer of the
stomach, he mentioned the case, which had
come under his notice, of a nurse who had died
suddenly without ever evincing any signs indi-
cating the lesion of the stomach.
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Dr. Johnston exhibited, for Dr. Reddy, the
stomach, which showed a small perforation in
the base of a chronie gastric ulcer. The ulcer
was one-half by one-quarter of an inch, situated
posteriorly on the lesser curvature, midway be-
tween the pylorus and the fundus. About the
ulcer were distinct, radiating fibrous bands in
the submucosa. There was general acute puru-
lent peritonitis with very marked clondy swell-
ing of the liver, kidneys and beart, the latter
being probably the cause of the very sudden
death noticed in the case.

Discusion.-Dr. Shepherd did not think that
the relief from pain which followed the admin-
istration of salines could be attributed to the
action of the salines ; he rather believed that it
was the quiet which in many cases precedes
death.

Dr. Lapthorn Smith cited his and others'
opinion that salines alleviated pain in acute
peritonitis.

Dr. MacDonnell dwelt upon the prevailing
idea of the essential union of peritonitis with
pain. We were too apt to regard peritonitis as
always accompanied by pain. He rferred to a
fatal case of appendicitis which had been under
his care in the hospital. The patient had been
free from pain for tvo days previous to his
death. Had he not been deceived by this lull
in the symptoms, he believed that operative in-
terference might have proved successful. Dr.
M. thought that the explanation uf the disap-
pearance of the pain which occurs in some cases
of acute peritonitis might be attributed to the
peritoneum becoming accustoined to the inflam-
mation.

Submaxiulary calculus.-Dr. Elutchinson ex-
hibited this specimen, which was about the size
of a marble. The patient, a man about 45, had
corne to him complaining of a sore mouth and
difficulty of mastication. A bard lump was felt
which proved to be a calculus, around wrhich
suppuration had commenced. It was situated
in the Whartonian duct.

Dr. Shepherd remarked that these cases were
comparatively rare. He referred to a specimen
which Dr. Ilingston had shown to the Society.
Dr. E. had removed it fron a patient who had
been sent to him as the apparent subject of
malignant disease. There had been consider-
able swelling and, suppuration.

Dr. Lapthorn Smith stated that he had ex-
hibited before, the Society a calculus the size of
a pigeon's egg which he had removed from the
parotid gland.

Fibroma Pendulum.-Dr. England brought
before the Society a middle-aged man with a
tumor, pendulus and pedunculated, growing
from the upper and inner part of the thigh.
The tumor, in size and appearance, was not un-
like the scrotum. It was eight month since it
was first noticed, and was growing more rapidly

of late. Patient complained of no pain beyond
the inconvenience it gave him.

Dr. Johnston would not express himself posi-
tively as to the nature of the tumor short of a
microscópical examination. He mentioned cases
of congenital growths which, after a period of
quiescence, suddenly took on active action.

Dr Shepherd had seen severalNases somewhat
similar to the one under examination. He be-
lieved it allied to fibroma molluscum, found
singly or in connection with smaller growths.

Anormous Enlargement of the Liver.-Dr. R.
L. MacDonnelI related the history of a female
patient who had been sent to bis clinic at the
Montreal General Hospital for advice. She was
30 years of age, married, had three children and
two mniscarriages. There was every appearance
of good health. There had nover been anæmia,
jaundice, ascites, nor gastric derangements.
Ever since her first child vas born she has suf-
fered from occasional attacks of pain in the right
hypochondrium, with a sense of discomfort at
times, but she has not been laid up in such a
way as to prevent her doing housework every
day. There is no history of alcohol, but syph-
ilis is highly probable, since her husband has
been a man of very dissolute habits, and she has
had a purulent uterine discharge for many years.
The abdomen is not distended, but the walls are
remarkably flaccid. Tie liver eau be plainly
felt extending downwards to a lino two inches
below the umbilicus, filling up the greater part
of the abdominal cavity. The outline is uni-
form, and the cleft between the lobes can be
distinctly felt. On palpation, the enlargement
is uniformly dense and resisting. There is no
fluctuation and tbe surface is quite smootb. The
area of hepatic dulness in the right mammary
line extends from the the third rib to a lino two
inches below the umbilicus, and mieasures thir-
teen inches and a balf. ln the axillary line the
liver extends as bigb as the 6th rib, and Lhe
dorsal line, its upper limit, is as high as the 9th
rib. No spïenic enlargement was discovered.
Examination of the urine afforded negative
evid nce of disease. Dr. MacDonnell remarked
that this was the largest liver re had ever
measured, and that he thought it was larger than
any on record. There were several ~noteworthy
features in the case ; (1) the excellent condition
of the patient's health ; (2) the absence of evi-
dence of implication of the kidney or of the
spleen was against the diagnosis of waxy disease;
but still, it would be impossible to imagine a
liver correspondiug to a greater extent with
everyýdetail of the classical description of waxy
disease. Moreover, there was fair evidence of a
combination of, two potent causes of waxy dis-
ease-chronic suppuration and syphilis. Cases
are, however, on record both of cases of amyloid
disease of the kidney in which no evidence was
given by the urine, and of cases of amyloid dis-
ease of the liver in which the kidney was not
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involved. He would make further obser- ations
of the case and report at a later date.

Typhoid fever in an Infant Eight Months
Old.-Dr. F. R. England thon read a paper on
this case.

Stated Meeting, November 21th, 1890.

F. J. SHEPHERD, M. D., PRESIDENT, IN THE

CHAIR.

Dr. J. Elder was elected a member of the
Society.

Spina Biftda.-Dr. Johnston exhibited this
specimen for Dr. Gurd. It was a female fœtus,
apparently about the 6th month. The extremi-
ties were well formed, amnion nowhere adher-
eut. There was well-marked acrania (exenceph-
alia) and spina bifida. In addition, there .vas
a sharp angular curvature of the spine forwards,
wvith moderate double lateral curvature in the
lower dorsal region. The state of the nervous
system cauld not be made out accurately, as the
specimen was not recoived quite fresh. Recent
researches by v. Reclinghausen and Klebs
teuded to show that the primary cellular dis-
turbances, terminating in the production of
spina bifida and rachischisis, took place at a
much earlier period than had hitherto been sup-
posed. Klebs even considered that the initial
error of development was certainly to be placed
as early as the time when active cellular growth
vas commencing in the notochord, and was even

inclined to place them earlier still, at a period
before the closure of the medullary canal, possi-
bly even to abnormal arrangement of cells about
the primative groove, when the folds of the
amnion were being formed. This view would
materially alter the bearing of so-called maternal
impression in this condition, as the impression,
to be effective, must thus have occurred about
the time when the first menstrual period was
missed, presumably before the mother was con-
scions of being pregnant. A number of well
preserved embryos in the early stages wouid be
necessary to settle this question, and in order to
be of real service in this way, the specimens
should be put in many times their volume of
strong alcohol, a few hours, at the latest, after
the abortion occurred, as by the end of twenty-
four hours the delicate nervous structures were
too far altered by decomposition to repay careful
study.

Dr. Gurd said that this was an 8½ months
foetus, and the second similar kind of monstro-
sity which this lady had given birth to. He
had exhibited the first one about three years
ago. It aiso had an encephalocele. Ile thought
the deformity might be put down as resulting
from maternal impressions, as the mother had
each time, during pregnancy, visited her moth-
or, who has been suffering from a form of.
insanity for about five years. Mrs. L., who had

given birth to this monster, has three well-
formed, intelligent children living, one of whom

vas born about two years ago. This monster
came with the arm presenting, but as it was felt
to be so small, and as the abdomen indicated a
small child, turning was not -- :orted to, and the
case was left to nature for its delivery. The
absence of a cranial vault did away with the
usual difficulty of a cross-birth. The child
weighed two pounds. There was an unusually
large amount of amniotic fluid present.

Discussion.-Dr. Shepherd had found in
many of these cases a musculis sternalis. It was
absent in the present case.

Dr. F. W. Campbell did not think that in the
present instance the abnormality in the develop-
ment of the foetus could be attributed to mater-
nal impressions.

Dr. Mills said that with respect to the repre-
sentation in offspring of conditions in the
ancestors, observation seemed to show that
defects of the nervous system were especially
liable to a varied or multiple manifestation.
Insanity was not always insanity in the offspring
but might be some other deviation from the
normal, expressing itself, however, chiefly in
the nervous system. And when one considered
that at the outset the whole of the influence of
ancestors was represented in two cells, the ovum
and sperm cell, which cells, by union, segmen-
tation, growth and development, gave rise to
the whole being; and that during this the en-
vironment might be very variable, it was
possible to understand even great organie differ-
ences, not to mention dynamic or functional
ones. The whole brain at first was represented
by but a few cells, and it seemed, possibly owing
to envirournent, that in some cases hereditary
tendencies might work out into the total absence
of certain cells when there was much hindrance
to normal development, and in other cases only
to an imperfect functional action of cells present
in the usual numbers and locality; hence a
great variety of results from modifications at an
early period of the history of the embryo. Re
could conceive this hereditary weakness of parts
resulting, not in a corresponding functional de-
feet in offspring, but in actual deficiency of
parts; and that might have been the case in this
monster, but, of course, it could not be demon-
strated.

Rare Forn of Tumor of the Kidney.-Dr. Jas.
Bell thon read a paper on this case.

Discussion.-Dr. Johnston believed the tumor
to b of the nature of an adenoma of the kid-
ney, and showed a series of specimens ilustra-
ting the principal forins of adenomata of the
kidney.

Dr. Mills said there were three ways in which
to account for the peculiar character of the
contents of the cavity of the tumor. Either the
fæcal odor was due to the agency of bacteria
that had in some way got into the sac and acted
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on its contents, as they do in the intestines, and produce a different Gclor. The intestinal bac-
these give rise by their action to those chemical teria had entered the cavity of the tumor, and
compounds responsible for what we term a fecal there, acting in a closed sac, bad produced this
odor. Or the odor might be due to the very penetrating fScal odor.
absorption by the kidney (diseased one) of this The Lxtra-Peritoneal T'eatment of the Pedi
body from the blood of the compound after it cle in Abdominal f1ysterectonzy for Fibroids.-
had passed in the blood-no doubt a normai Dr Lapthorn Smith read a paper on this sub-
action of the kidneys-at all events when skatol ject. Referring te those flbroids whicb were
and indol were in excess. Or, again, the kid- net amenable te Apostoli's method, and in which
Deys may normally remove from the blood an operation was necessary, lie urged the choice
bodies usually excreted in greater abundance by of abdominal hysterectomy, and the extra-peri-
the intestines. The last two supposed cases toneal treatment of the stump. Dr. Price of
were not in opposition, as both might happen Philadeiphia, who enployed this method, had
together. For his own part, he had long been had twenty-three consecutive hysterectomies
ccnvinceýd that the excretions were mucl more without a death. The death-rate of the bet
complex fihan eur analyses made them. If all eperators using the intra-peritoneal e thod of
the excrctory organs -%ver,, considered supple- treating tine stump as as high as 50 per cent.
nentarv te one anether, each possibly remeving, The advantages of the e xtra-perito.eal nethod
in va jable qTantity, at least ser a a of the bodies were
rernoved or manufactured from tht blood, hie lst, The speed with -which the operation could
bclieved the physician weuld have a truer and be co mpleted, very important factor in produc-
more useful view of eliDinative processes Sie ing a lon death rate
had ebserved that in more than eue portion of tnd, The absolute security against hemorr-
the body the secretions of parts wcre character- hage, which is ecither directly or indirectly the
ized in a way that suggested that they tock on cause of mst cf the deaths by the intra-periton-
the nature cf exeretiens that were, in soee of eal method. It is concealed, and the patient
thePr peculiarities, more in harmony with what may die fr m he orrhage withut the eperator's
was reccnized cmmnionly as the normal in those knowldge, while with thc extra-peritoneal
ceeons. e wuld instance the excreticns cf method, net a drOp cf blood cculd b8 lost with-
semacecus glands and the muco S membrane of cut its being see;
the noseo, pharynx, etc. Licro-or-anisus migbt 3rd, Even if hendrrbaee were diasupsed pe
have sooething te do with this, but the general the intg,-periteneal mcthcd, its arrest would
principles e had refrred te seemed te hlm very vecessitate a serious second operaticn by the

adequat ans and operators usi n the extra-periteoneal

physielogîsts, and xvere of great practical impor- methoci, the nu,.se câmld instantly stop it bytae ating a quamter pf a turn cf the serre neud
Dr. Rcddick had been present at the opara- 4thd By the intra-peritoneal method, it is

tien. It occurred tc hlm that it was very likely absclutely impossible te sew the stump in suc
that this f ycal dcr miglt have been due te the a way as te ccmpletely arreat cozino, wing to
clse contact cf the bowel te the tupor, so that the hematous nature of the tissues, and te the
ases from the bewel rached the cavity ef the fact that the feiternces cf blody serue left in

turner, or else, te the entrance of bacteria. Hie the cavity ,vould offer a culture field fer bac-
rednarked that lh many cases of abscess cavity teria, with the results ef septic peritonitis,
in near ichborhod to the itestines a marked which lie had fIund present in thse fatal caes
thical dor was perceptible where there existed se trated, in hich the patient had not died
no apparent communication. from concealed hiemerrhawi. With the extra-

Dr. Smith agreed with Dr. Reddick, and be- peritoneal method, there is litte or no oozing
lieved the interchange between the bowel and but what litt e there is, is absorbed by the
the sac to be more or less esmotie. dressin and removed every few h ours;

Dr. Shepherd said that an abscess near the 5th, In either case, if adhesins ba ve been
the abd einal cavity neer oeccurred withut to, a drainage-tube must be used
ficadoe 6th, The constriction of the elastic and or

DI. James Bell, lu replying, said that hio mher means nf controlling hemoorhae during
agrce.- with Dr. Milîs as te the probable cause the preparatione of the stump fe intra-peritaneal
of th.- foecal odor which at the time f the oper- treatent, causes paralysis of ta blood-vessels
ation. was soe powrful that lie thought there and solu etimes death of the peritcncum. su
exist d a comrmunication aveitb the bowel. A one case lie had found the whie otum slough-
close examinatien at the pot-mortem proved the in . ith the extra-perthe ciuethd, down-
contrary. tward sloughing of the stump las smetimes
uDr. Jolnston, referring to the very penetrat- occured, but this coulHe be avoided y taking

inr f thcal odcr remnarked that intestinal cases care te exert less pressure on it with the serre
i Sne, without the presence of bacteria, could nSud; as a ule, far tee great force is applied
net produce it. Bacteria eut off fre m air usually only ennougd slould be applied ta barely cntrel
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the hemorrhage, the wire being gradually tighit-
ened by the nurse on the appearance of oozing;

7th, Although the extra-peritoneal method
gives an enornously smaller death-rate than the
intra-peritoneal method, neither is an ideal one.
The only ideal method is (1) removing the
tumor by abdominal section, leaving a rubber
band on the stump, (2) dropping the stump into
the abdominal cavity, (3) tnorough disinfection
of the vagina, and (4) vaginal extirpation of the
stump, leaving lock forceps on the broad liga-
ments.

When this method is thoroughly known' and
practised by the best operators, the death-rate
will probably fall to almost nothing. Dr. Mary
A. Dickson of Brooklyn claims that she was the
first to employ this method.

Dr. Bell, referring to the dangers of catgut
mentioned in the course of Dr. Smith's paper,
said that lie used catgut when prepared by him-
self, and had had no occasion to regret its use.
It could with proper care be properly sterilized.

Dr. Roddick thought that the rigid drainage-
tube used in abdominal surgery might possibly
do harm, and believed some more pliable mate-
rial would be generally adopted.

Dr. Smith, in his reply, remarked that lie
condemned commercial catgut, but not that spe-
cially prepared by the surgeon himself.

Aippendicitis.-Dr. J. H. B. Allen related the
following clinical history :-Chas. B-, aged
86, consulted him about the 16th May last for
intense and constant pain about the umbilicus.
Patient had always enjoyed good health with
the exception of an attack of colic a year ago,
which lasted a few days, and was relieved by
poultices and a free purge. He had first felt
the pain the day before he saw Dr. A. The pa-
tient was unable to stand erect. There was no
voiniing, and the bowels had moved once. On
examination, there was marked tenderness in
the right iliac region ; no sigus of tumor; pulse
66 ; temperature 101.20. A quarter of a grain
of morphia was given hypodermically and an
enema and pouhices ordered. Patient did not
improve, and on the 17th the symptoms had be-
come more aggravated. The enema had not
acted, the bowels had not moved for 48 hours;
vomiting had now set in, and was almost con-
stant. Abdomen distended and tender; no dul-
ness on percussion and no tumor felt. Tempera-
ture higher; pulse 66. Thinking an operation
necessary, Dr. Shepherd was calltd in consulta-
tion. It was decidod to give the patient a
drachm of sulphate of magnesia, and operate the
next Inorning sho1uld there be no improvement.
The next day, patient's condition being im-
proved, the operation was deferred. A large
enena of soap and water, with half an ounce of
turpentine, was given, which brought away a
considerable amount of faSces. The patient im-
proved steadily from this out, and made a good
recovery. Dr. Allen believed the case to be one

of appendicitis. The onset was sudden, with
signs of obstruction and localized tenderness.
There was no history of biliary calculi, and no
calculi were found in the faSces. The history of
his illness a year previous favored the appendix.
The absence of the tuimor, lie thought, could be
explained on anatomical grounds, as shown by
Dr. lRansohoff in a recent paper. The appendix
being deeply seated behind the coecum and be-
low the miesentery of the ileum, abscess about
it may continue for some time without the
occurrence of a tumor. He said the writer had
directed attention to another clinical feature of
many cases of appendicitis, the occurrence of in-
testinal obstruction which this case showed very
well, and was probably due to the pressure of
the thickened appendix upon' the- ileum from
below and behind.

Dr. Shepherd mentioned that many cases of
catarrh of the appendix passed off without fur-
ther pathological change.

Stated Meeting, December 5th, 1890.

DR. FRANOIS J. SHEPHERD, PRESIDENT, IN THE
CHAIR.

Fibroid involving Posterior Wall of Uterus.
-Dr. George Armstrong exhibited thisspecimen,
which lie had renoved fron a patient aged 31,
married ten years, the mother of one full-grown
child. The patient had been in fair health until
last January, when menstruation became pro-
fuse; she was unwell twice a month, each time
lasting thirteen days. These symptoms contin-
ued until October, when she vas seen by Dr.
Arinstrong. She was then very anæemic. Under
examination, the cervix was found lacerated aind
the fundus somewhat enlarged. Nothing fur-
ther abnormai was noticed. The cervix was
then dilated and a fibroid found involving the
posterior wall of the uterus, one-fifth of its sur-
face being adherent to the uterine wall. The
patient made a good recovery. Her menses were
delayed, not reappearing until the 23rd Novem-
ber, six weeks from the date of the operation.

Submucous Fibroid.-Dr. Arnstrong also
showed this specimen, which le had removed
from a woman aged 32, married thirteen years,
sterile. Menstruation began at 12 years, which
had since been regular, but scanty. When seen
by Dr. Armstrong she was complaining of con-
siderable bearing down pain and retention of
urine. A large mass occupied tàP pelvie cavity,
and the uterus was pushed up and out of the
pelvis. The patient had had electrical treatment
for six weeks without benefit (lier weakened
condition had not permitted the application of a
strong current). The abdomen was opened. and
the tumor removed. The extra peritoneal method
was adopted in the treatment of the pedicle.

Dr. Lapthorn Smith referred to the advan-
tages of the extra-peritoneal method of treating
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the stump. He believed, however, .the ideal
operation would be removal of the tumor by ab-
dominal section and vaginal extirpation of the
stump.

Dr. Alloway, alluding to the first specimen
exhibited by Dr. Armstrong, remarked that in
cases of hemorrhage it was well to dilate and ex-
amine the cavity of the uterus, as tie source of
the hemorrhage often proceeded from growths,
which, on being removed, improved all the
symptoms. With regard to the operation adopt-
ed in the removal of the second specimen, he
considered the treatment of the pedicle of prime
importance. The danger in the use of the pre-
sent method of constriction by Koeberl6's wire
was slcughing- above and below the constriction.
The returns from this method were good, but
not satisf.ctory. Dr. Alloway approved of the
method employed by Dr. Kelly of Baltimore in
hystero-myomectoiy, an improvement on Schro-
eder's method of multiple sutures. " The abdo-
men is incised as usual, the tumor turned out,
and a rubber ligature made to constrict the neck.
The uterus is thus removed by V-shaped inci-
sions. The raw surfaces are thus approximated
by stout, buried, continuous catgut sutures, and
the peritoneal edges by interrupted ones. The
peritoneal sutures are left long. so that the
stump can be drawn well up. The uterine
arteries are then tied on each side by passing a
silk ligature through the substance of the cervix,
the rubber ligature is removed, and then the
peritoneal surface of the stump united to the
parietal peritoneum by continuous silk or cat-
gut. No other sutures are applied, but the
ligatures uniting the peritoneal edges of the
stump are held by artery forceps."

Dr. Wm. Gardner lad been very successful
with the wire clamp. He believed that the con-
striction should be as little as possible. Tait
always cut the wire on the second or third day,
and so limited the amount of downward slough-
ing. He thought Dr. Kelly's method suited for
typical cases of myoma when the cervix only is
involved.

Dr Geo. Armstrong removed the tension from
forty-eight to seventy-two hours after the opera-
tion.

Radical Cure of Femoral Hernia.-Dr. Ken-
neth Cameron read the report of this case.

Dr. Mills asked Dr. Cameron his explanation
cf the nervous symptoms in this case.

Dr. Shepherd allied the nervous symptoms to
hose of hystero-epiilepsy; the disappearance of
which was most probably due to the moral effect

K'ocf the operation.
Dr. Kenneth Cameron, in replying, belîeved

the nervous symptoms present to be those of
hysteria, aggravated, possibly, by family trou-
bles.

Compound Comminuted Fracture of the
Thigh complicating the Knee-joint.-Dr. James
Bell brought before the Society a man, aged 30,

who, about three and a half months ago, had
been brought to the h'spital with a severe frac-
ture of the lower third of the thigh, with ex-
treme laceration of the soft parts. Amputation
was deemed advisable, but patient's consent
could not be obtained. Under ether, the wound
was thoroughly'cleansed; several small, loose
fragments of bone removed, and one inch of the
bone excised, equal, altogether, to four inches
of the shaft of the femur. The articular end
was split and the condyles pulled apart; these
were brought together and pinned with Mac-
ewen's nails for excision of the knee joint. No
bad syniptoms occurred. The temperature never
rose above 99Mf, The patient was discharged
within three months and twenty days, with good
union and a fair amount of motion in the knee-
joint, which Dr. B. believed would be improved
by passive motion. There were three and a
half inches of shortening.

Dr. Shepherd had seen the patient and had
thought amputation necessary. Hle had never
seen a belter result from such a severo accident.
Thought Dr. Bell should be congratulated on
the result.

Cardiac PheÙomena in Typhoid Fever.-Dr.
McKechnie then read his paper.

Dr. James Stewart complimented the writer
on a paper so thorough and well prepared. He
agreed with the conclusions of Dr. McKechnie
as to the origin of the murmuurs. Referring to
Case 1, he did not believe that much stress
should be laid on the diagnosis of dilatation by
percussion, as it was open to many sources of
error. He did not think that mere dilatation
was sufficient to account for the murmur in
Case I.

Dr. Mills believed that a dilatation could
could suddenly develop, which he based upon
recent investigations on the heart. That this
increased dilatation was due to the stimuli act-
ing through the nervous.system, on removal-of
which, the heart returned to its original con-
tour, leaving no physical signs of dilatation.

Dr. McKechnie, in bis reply, remarked that
the capillary pulse noticed when Case II came
under observation disappeared as the heart-walls
weakened and reappeared as convalescence ad-
vanced.

G. H. Mumm & Co. stand on the list with the
extraordinary importation of 90,130 cases of
champagne. This is the highest figure ever
reached by them, and in congratulating Messrs.
Fred'k de .Bary & Co. upon their grand success
in 1890, we take occasion to point out that their
advance during the year from 63,020 cases in
1889, or over 27,000 cases, is unprecedented in
the annals of champagne importation.

This success, while largely owing to the re-
markable quality of the wine, is likewise due to
the untiring energy of the agents, who have our
best wishes for the future.

100,
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4rgrtnu 0fjdW.

THE ATMOSPHERIC TRACTOR.

A NEw INSTRUMENT, AND SOME IEW THEORIES IN

OBSTETRIoS.*

By Peter MeCahey, M. D., Philadelphia.

On December 26th, 1848, and Pebruary 7th,
1849,, Professor J. Y. Simpson, of Edinburgh,
described before the Obstetric and Medico-
Chirurgical Societies of that city, a device for
assisting labor which he termed an Air-Tractor.
In its first form it consisted of an ordinary
metallic vaginal speculum, fitted with a piston
and coated with leather at its cone-shaped end.
This was finally discarded for a short brass
syringe attached to an inner cup of metal, which
was covered with an outer cup of rubber. The
mouth of the inner cup was covered with a
diaphragm of wire, within which was a piece of
sponge or fiannel, "with the view of preventing
injury to the scalp and not allowing it to be
elongated and drawn up into the vacuous space
in the manner which wc see occuring in the
skin in the common operation of cupping. Such
an instrument when fixed to the palm of the
hand lifted readily a weight of thirty or forty
pounds. This Dr. Simpson showed by ex-
periments before this society." (Simpson's Ob-
stetric 3emoirs : IPhiladelphia, 1855.)

Professor Simpson in his eloquent and
thoughtful manner pointed out the dangers in-
cidental to prolonged labor and also to the use
of the forceps, and declared his belief that the
air-tractor would eventually prove a substitute
for them in many cases. He explained the
well-known principle of atmospheric pressure
upon which it is based, and referred to the
many instances in which the same principle is
employed by the lower animals, such as the
leech, the limpet and the cuttle-fish, to secure
their food or to move about. He added that
while the Traetor had been used in several cases
" with results answering his best expectations,
it admitted of much further improvement in
construction, in mode of application, in working
and in other details."

Unfortunatelp for liumanity, it did not work,
and was finally abandoned by its gifted inventor.
So complete was ius failure that, although Dr.
Simpson li'ed until 1855, he did not publish
any more in reference to it, nor is it mentioned
even as a curiosity by any of his English or
American contemporaries or successors.

Dr. Horatio R. Storer, the Anmerican editor
of Professor Simapson's Obstet-ic .Memoirs: stated
in 1855 that " the chief objection to the practi-
cal use of the tractor is doubtless in its appli-

*Report of a demonstration before the Philadelp½ia
County Medical Society, Nov-ember 26tb, MS9.

cation, and not in its power of traction ; the
large size of t'he caoutchouc cup rendering diff-
cult its introduction within the maternal passa-
ges. To this may be added the difficulty of
keeping the valves in working order. Dr.
Simpson, however, holds, and we believe,
correctly, that if ingenuity could suggest any
forin of tractor which umbrella-like could be
folded into a little space for introduction and
afterwards expanded over the scalp and then
exhausted by the attached piston, it might
supersede the forceps in many cases. , . . When
we revert to the history of soie of our most
useful obstetric instruments (contrast, for ex-
ample, the rude forn of the early forceps with
their present improved construction), we have
reason to hope that the tractor may at sone
future time be so far improved as to be easily
applied and used."

Dr. Simpson's tractor failed partly because of
the difficulty of operating an air-pump within
the vaginal canal, and partly because of defeets
in the construction of the cup.

If I had read of his failure, I would probably
have considered it hopeless to try further ex-
periments in the same direction.

In common with a great many others, I had
not heard or read of them until after I had, as
the result of independent inquiry and over five
years of study and experiments, constructed a new
and entirely practicable Atmospheric Tractor
On learning a few weeks ago of Dr. Simpson's
efforts, I was at first disappointed to find that
was not, as I had supposed, the first to suggest
its use. After further consideration, however,
I think it will be admitted to be as great au
honor to have succeeded where so brilliant an
obstetriciari and so able a man as Professor
Simpson failed, as to have evolved the original
idea.

I began the study of the subject in 1885, in
the hope of finding some meaus of preventing
the annoying retrocession of the head. I at
first endeavored to secure this by a modification
of the old abdominal bandage ; but the forces
driving the head were stronger than any power
that could be exerted with the bandage. This
led me to think that there must be some other
agency producing the retrocession besides mus-
cular resistance and bony rigidity. Nq doubt
every physician bas observed many cases in
which the head retroceded, not only before the
pelvic muscles could act, but even beforp it
reached the pelvic floor. Purther re&ection and
observation led me to the conclusion that at-
mospherie resistance is the principal factor iu
producing this retrocession and is in many cases
a potent factor in delaying delivery.

When the uterus contracts round the body of
the child, it expels all or nearly all the air from
the uterine cavity, just as, when the hand firmly
grasps a ball, the air ls squeezed out .from be-,
tween it and the palm and fingers. The abdom-,
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inal muscles theri contract, forcing the fundus
of the uterus down and pushing the cbild's
body into the pelvic cavity. While this is oc-
curring, there is a partial vacuum in the upper
part of the uterus or that portion of it which is
firmly contracted around the child. When the
abdominal muscles relax, the pressure of the
external air, and the expansive pressure of the air
in the vagina are exerted against the head and
shoulders of the child, and force it back until
sufficient airs enters the uterus to overcome or
break up the vacuum and elevate the fundus. A
similar process can be observed every day in
the use of the ordinary ball-valve cupping ap.
paratus. Pressure on the top of the ball drives
out a certain quantity of air from the cup, but
in a moment or two the expansive pressure of the
remaining air forces tt e ball into its usual globu-
lar shape. The advantageous results which
have been obtained by moving the forceps from
side to side in cases where extraction is difficult,
can readily be aceounted for when it is realized
that such motion permits the free ingress of air
from the vagina and breaks up the uterine
vacuum.

That the retrocession of the head is due to
atmospheric pressure almost altogether and only
in a small degree to muscular resistance or pel-
vic rigidity, must be obvious to those who have
felt the head stop and rtcede before it had
reached the pelvic floor and while it was still
suspended in space a half an inch or more
above the muscles.

Professor Duncan (Duncan's Obstetric Essays),
who must have frequently noticed this apparent
anomaly, realized the inadequacy of the com-
monly accepted theories on the subject, and as
cribed the retrocession in such cases to the "re-
tentivity of the abdomen," but failed to perceive
that this retentivity is almost entirely the result
of atmospheric pressure.

Being convinced that atmospherie pressure is
one of the principal causes of delayed labor, and
knowing that there is nothing more easily dis-
placeable than air, I began to work upon the
problem of how to lessen or remove it during
labor. I ani convinced that I have succeeded
and that the atmospheric tractor which I have
the honor to demonstrate before you this even
ing will inaugurate a new era in the history and
practice of the Obstetric Art. It will be, not
only a substitute for the forceps in cases in
ivhich instrumental aid is absolutely necessary,
but it will also be an indispensable assistant in
cases which are usually left to the tedious and
painful efforts of Nature. With it the physician
eau dispense with anesthetics and reducé the
expulsive stage of labor to a few minutes, in-
stead of hours, the agony of child-birth will be
reduced to an infinitesimal degree without in-
enrring any risk or inflicting any injury on
either the mother or the cbild, and many lives
Will be saved which would otherwise be lest.

The operation is extremely simple. It consists
in applying a cup or concave disk of rubber or
other air-tighit flexible material, to the child's
head, and creating a vacuum within or beneath
it, so that it will be firmly afflxed to the head by'
atmospheric pressure, and then making traction
on the handle of the cup or disk. Any amount
of desired power eau be obtained by employing
a cup of sufficient area. The normal pressure
of the atmosphere being fifteen pounds to the
square inch, it is obvious that the tractile power
capable of being exerted through a cup or disk
of four square inches of area, and wYithin or
beneath which a vacuum has been formed, will
be sixty pounds. The cup which I have here,
covers when expanded a surface of about five
square inches. If the vacuum beneath it were
perfect and if the surface to which it is afmxed
were homogeneous, polished and solidiv co-
herent, it would furnish a tractile force of al-
most seventy-five pounds. Allowing fifty per
cent. for the loss of power consequent upon the
elasticity of the cup, the flexible character of
the scalp, and the mechanical impossibility of
producing a complate vacuum, there will still
be left a force of thirty-seven and a half poends,
which when properly applied is more than suffi-
cient to quickly, and safely terminate any case
of labor. It has been claimed that tiere are
cases in which an enormous force is requisite,
cases where the physician has been obliged to
pull upon the forceps with all his force and
even to ask an assistant to furnish additional
power. Reflection will show, however, that in
no such casu has the physician exerted his entire
muscular strength in endeavoring to extract the
child. He may think he did, but ho was in-
voluntarily prevented from so doing, partly
through the intuitive fear of injuring the mother
or the child and partly by the expenditure of a
considerable amount of his strength in main-
taining his own equilibrium. Were a physician
in any such case to exert his whole muscular
force, he would pull patient and child out of
the bed or haul both the bed and the patient
around the room.

The large amount of force apparently required
in some cases is because it is misdirected. The
head is not properly flexed, and traction is
exerted in a direction that would tend to pull
the occiput through the pubic symphisis, in-
stead of under the pubie arch, and it must be
remenbered that a great amount of force is un-
consciously expended in maintaining the grip of
the forceps on the child's head; especially if
traction be made at the moment when the
uterine vacuum is most complote. Experiment
with any globular surface will show that unless
increased pressure accompany the tractile efforts,
the jaws of the forceps will be expanded and
slip uselessly over the body that they were .in-
tended to move.
- Scientific manipulation is the ruquisite in ob-

1Il
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stetrics, and not great force misapplied. If the
occiput be lowered so that the head can revolve
or pivot against and under the pubic arch, the
voluntary or involuntary contraction of the
child's posterior cervical muscles will be suf-
ficient in many cases to throw the face upwards
and outwards and facilitate or complete delivery.
If the head be in a proper position for this final
upward and outward rotary movement, com-
paratively little force is needed to complete
delivery. Professor Duncan in bis researches
upon the power employed in labor arrived at
the conclusion that " the maximum force in the
most difficult labors does not exceed eighty
pounds; that the great majcrity of labors are
completed by a propelling force not exceeding
forty pounds, and that in the easiest labors
comparatively no force at all is exerted, the
child gliding into the vorld by its own weight."
An examination of his calculations will show
that these estimuates of eighty and forty pounds
are much too high, He made the mistake of
confounding the result of the force employed
with the force itself. His experiments, briefly
stated, consisted in fastening a seuies of sections
of the amnion over a conical vessel, the mouth
of which was about sixteen aquare inches in
area. H1e connected this vith a waterpipe of
one inch in area and found that the aninions of
minimum strength were ruptured wben the
pressure on the water in the pipe reached four
ounces and those of maximum strength, when it
reaches three and one-tenth pounds. le then
calculated that if the pressure on one square
inch of the strongest membrane at the time of
its rupture was three and one-tenth pounds, the
pressure onthe entire thirteen square inches of it,
when the bag of waters was projected through
the os iùto the vagina, would be forty pounds.
This vas correct, but he erred in assuming that
this forty pounds manifestation of pressure im-
plied that there was fortv pounds of force
exerted to produce it. The laws of hydro-
dynamics and the laws of the multiplication of
forces show that there is a very great dispropor-
tion between a force and its results or between
the power exerted and the weight which that
power vill move. A force of one pound in the
tube of the water bellows will lift one hundred
pounds on its surface. A man with a crow-bar
can move ten or fifteen tons. It may, therefore,
be safely assumed that the bursting of the mem-
branes under the pressure of three pounds to the
square inch does not mean that there is a force
of forty pounds or more exerted against the
other end of the uterus. The proposition that
eighty pounds of force is exerted in other cases
as the result of ruscular efforts is not much less
extravigant than the assertion in Tristram
Shandy that the force of the efforts in strong
labor pains is equal upon an average to the
weight of four hundred and seventy pounds,
acting perpendicularly upon the head of the

child. A force of eighty pounds applied to the
body of an unborn infant weighing five or six
pounds would be equivalent to a force of two
thousand pounds applied to the body of an aver-
age adult-more than sufficient in either case
to produce immediate death.

Exerted as a tractile force, eighty pounds of
power will move a weight of four hundrel
pounds, which is more than the usual weight of
the bed, patient and child combined.

The problem in labor is to inove a two-pound
head two inches in one direction and eight or
nine inches in another, through a channel, the
walls of which are soft andyielding and covered
with an unctuous secretion-conditions which
reduce the element of friction to the lowest point.
The occiput is ouly required to traverse the
depth of the pubic syniphisis, whilst the forehead
and chin must traverse the entire depth of the
pelvic cavity and extended perineum. It is
obvious that the most rational way of ac-
complishing this complex movement is not to
attempt to make the head advance as a whole,
but to move one end first and then the other.

With the forceps the head must be moved
more or less as a whole along the iiaginary
curve of Carus. With the forceps, practically
nothing can be done but to pull. Rotation may
be attempted,but in trying to perform it the points
of the blades may, and often do, ingiet serious
injury upon maternal tissues.

With the Atmospheric Tractor nothing is
more easy than to apply it to the upper portion
of the head and bring down the occiput. It
may then be applied to the lower portion of the
cranium, and the forehead and chin may be
easily drawn upwards and outwards, and
delivery completed. If the head is caught on
the pubic bone, as in a semi-frontal or brow
presentation, it can be easily pushed back with
the tractor, and then depressed or rotated in
any desired manner before being brought down.
The tractor is practically a clmp which eau be
firmly attached to a large area of surface, placing
the head under the absolute control of the
physician and enabling him to lift it, to turn it
and to move it in any desired manner.

In order to apply it, all that is necessary is to
see first that the os uteri is sufficiently dilated
or dilatable to permit of its introduction. After
having decided on the part of the head to which
it is to be applied, place one hand against the
abdominal projection, in order to prevent the
head from receding, and introduce the tractor
into the vagina'or within the os, and firmly press
it against the child's head until the handle or
vacuum producer has driven out all the air
froim within the disk or cup. The haudle can
then be grasped, and extraction proceeded with.
If, as occasionally happens, the head is dry, it
ought to be moistened with water, or rubbed
with some unctuous material.
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The principal objections which may be urged
against the use of the tractor are:

1. That the hair on the child's head will pre-
vent it from being firmly applied.

2. That it is difficult to apply.
3. That its application will require injurious

pressure.
4. That when applied it will exert injurious

pressure.
b. That it will act as a cupping glass, produc-

ing an unsightly swelling or even-as has been
thoughtlessly asserted-" draw out the child's
brains."

6. That in using it the scalp might be
torn off.

7. It will carry infection.
The first of these objections I will dispose of

by a practical illustration. (Dr. McCahey
here affixed the tractor on the head of an infant
six weeks old, and after moving it around a cot
which had been provided for the purpose, lifted
it up in the air two or three times, the tractor
remaining in position all the time and the child
apparently suffering no pain.) These, and
other objections which may be raised, are based
upon a misapprehension, or a forgetfulness of
the laws of hydro-dynamies.

As to the second objection, as you have just
seen, the tractor is not difBicult of application.
As to the third, the amount of force necessary
to create the desired vacuum is less than ten
pounds at starting and decreases to almost noth-
ing as the air is driven out of the cup, and it is
exerted not on the head, but on the air within
the cup.

The tractor cannot exert injurious pressure on
the head. With it on the head there is no more
pressure upon the area it covers than before it
was applied. It merely takes the place of the
lowest strata of air and is held against the scalp
by the ordinary atmospheric pressure.

It will not act as a cupping glass, because it
is applied flat against a large area, while a cup-
ping glass is applied against a narrow circle, into
which it is driven by the overlying air.

It will not produce an unsightly swelling,
because there is no cavity into which an effusion
can take place, and even if there were a large
central opening, the brain would not be sucked
up into it, because there is no internal pressure
sufficiently stronig to force the brain uither
through or against the scalp. The tractor may
be applied with absolute safety over either the
bony part of the skull or over the fontanelles.

There is no danger of detaching the scalp
because the tractor is not sewed or glued to the
skin, It is affixed against it by a certain atmos-
pheric pressure, Traction exerted in excess of
that pressure, will merely result in a separation
of the disk from the scalp and not the tearing of
the scalp from the bones. It can thus be seen
that injurious or excessive force cannot be em-
ployed with it.

It is well to remember in this connection that
while we do apparently pull the head and lift
the child with it, in reality we simply relieve
the front of the head from the pressure of a five-
inch cylindrical column of air, thereby allowing
the head to be moved forward or the child to be
lifted by the expansive force of the air behind
or beneah it. No greater force of traction can
posibly be exerted by this apparatus because at
the instant when it passes beyond eight or ten
pounds to the square inch, it will separate from
the head.

If the disk or cup were left on the head for a
long time it might produce a slight congestion of
the skin or even a small swelling, but nothing
comparable to the caput succedaneum or the
cephalhematoma sometimes occuring, which are
the result of continuous pressure against the
rigid os or. the bony pelvis. Even if there were
a slight discoloration or effusion, it would be
certain to pass away in a few hours or days, and
must not be allowed to weigh for one moment
against the instantaneous relief from pain and
the quick and safe delivery obtained by the em-
ployment of the tractor.

Pain is due to the resistance met with by
muscular action. The resistance encountered by
the abdominal muscles when pressing the head
of the child against the bony pelvis is pro-
ductive of intense pain. If the position of the
head be changed with the tractor, and the
abdominal muscles be relieved of the necessity
of expelling the child, the pain ceases as if
by magic.

The danger of infection is absolutely nil, if
ordinary cleanliness be observed. After using
the tractor all that is necessary to purify it for
the next case, is to place it for a few minutes in
boiling water or any antiseptic solution.

I have constructed various forms of tractors,
some with a ball-valve, some with an air-cock, Lo
which a rubber tube three or four feet long is
attached, and an air pump adjusted at the other
end of the tube so that the nurse or other
attendant could readily produce the desired
vacuum, some -with curved edges, some with
concave edges ; but the fori I have exhibited
to-night is the most readily applicable and the
most reliable and best. As you see, it flattens
itself out when applied to the head, thus giving
au area of contact and traction equal to its
entire surface. With the other forms, traction
and contact can be obtained only with a limited
area around the circumference.

The cups in which the air is exhausted by
means of a pump or ball-valve are open to the
serious objection that their valves would become
clogged up with the material on the child's head,
which would require that they should be taken
apart and cleaned or discarded entirely after
each case.

I have used the tractor in five cases, and in
each case affected delivery with it in five
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minutes. Without it labor would have been Selters and Ems, while in one respect il differed
prolonged in all for hours-hours of suffering to hem any one of those which were then in bigh
the mothers and hours of more or less anxiety to repute. This consisted in its containing such an
the attendant. An instrument capable of pro- extraordinary proportion of carbonîo acid as to
ducing such beneficial resuilts is certainly to be cause the water to hou ward as if it had been
universally employed within a comparatively forced fron beiow under strong pressure. The
brief period. Report fron Medical and Surgical -volume of gas is se great that il is dangerous
Reporter, November 29th, 1890. approach tbe spring on a windless

e9 teday. More than one fatal accident ias beenSrtep causedby approaching the springand in aing the
gas. At the outset il was found difficut to bol-

THE APOLLIN'ARIS SIIIG tie the -water. llowever, a means was devised
for doing s.

The Chicago Inter Ocean quotes the foilosrinn I have long had a desire to visit wbc spring, to
from th h London Ti:eel drink the water on the spot, and to sec the ar-

ApollinDaris waber is as familiar in Millions cf r1geuents for bottling and exporting il, but
jouths as any household word. In tbe Enggish that d tsire bas only now been fraticed. The

translation, evidently made in Geriany, fromi a English company, wtbich lias enjoyed the exclu-
GernaT bock on the minorai sprin s cf the Ar sive rigwt lr bottev and expora bbc wae since
ValieyV, I find il staled that the minerai -,vater 1873, lias resolutely objected te niake the place
froTih the fountain Apolinais is counted one where ovisitors migrt enjoy a new sensation,
afong the ost luxurious drinks." Yet others and by their presence impede the operations.

l ian the spoiled children of luxury an afford to resides, many precauions have teo b observed
buy it, as any waler is cheap as -well as good, lest a faal accident might happen through ina-
and the mode tlyion of its price is one romaon ing the carboni-acid gas nih yhice the air near
wy be demand for it is great and ineasinr. sve spring is heavy and deadly. Birds shat
It is net I fworty of note that a Engli c - alight near il die almos immediatly I saw
pafoy bas b credit of having brouglt Apollinaris three dead lying vi ithin ha f a ard of es ot.
within the reac i of ail waer drinkers. The The English managynrg director, havin obsindv
coipay began its operations in w s3. The ade an exception in my favo , I hae in
sprîng itself wvas discoveyed twenby-t-we years examined everybhing that is to be seen at the
before. Apollinaris Spring; I have drunk the water as

There is a icgcnd cnnecited with neariy every i rissues from he sourceadly Bird tha
tinerai spring of note. ta many cases il is process from the moment bme water is pumped

very difficut te ascerain br actua facts or te from the spring li it is bottled, crkedy laboed,
separate fact fron the mass of fiction. Th at and packed for transission te ail quarers f the
the the eal rprings of Bath and Tepli z shoud globe. nhe operations are m av in number,
have been dscdvered by pigs, and those cf and are carried on with an attention t the

CaTrisbad by dogs may bce truc, but the evidence which is beyond prise. Ma y d iuties have
is cf doubfu value. There is ne question, had to be surm unted, and the ingenuiy dis-
however, cither about the away in lwhich the played in gvercoming then is hibghoe y creditable
Apoilinaris Springs was found, or as to the a place to all cqncerned. o
afler -,'ýhich iL wvas namned. 1-Icr George Cruz- The problcm -which had te bo solved was how
berg, whe lived a Ahrwo ier, had a vinoyad on te botie the opaer in such a way iaI ail be
tha lef bank cf ce River Ai, at a short dis- carbenic-acid nas, which makes ittparele, should
tCrace fom he village cf reuenahr. tle noticed be isetaed. As the emperature cf clt spring
thit tb vines vuld net fleurish en a particular is 68 b ., the mndency cf bbc gas is te fiy off On
spot, and learned that carbenic-acid gas issed reaching the surface, and ils hig ethe

Apollnari Spig wasn fond oratothhlcet l onend

from e bround there. An aminent eologis, quanity cf gas escaping wher t sprin raises
Professor Bischof, of Bonn. was consulted as to from the ground that the surrounding air is
whether anything could be donc in the matter, mephitic. Without entering ib mechanicai
and he suggested that searcli should be made for details, I may concisely stabe that .the 'proceas
a mineral spring, which might prove quite as adopted consists in conducting as much of the
remunerative as the most productive vines that gas as can be collected' at the surface of the
the earth could produce. Accordingly a well water to chambers, where it is compressed. The
was sunk, and at the depth of forty feet a spring water is drawn from a depth of fifty feet below
vas reached which rose to the surface with a the surface and is elevated into tanks above the

force and effect of a small Icelandic geyser. bottling lhouse. This water and the natural gas
This occurred in 1851. The Apollinariskirche are then brouglit together and mixed before
is not far distant from the spring, which was entering the bottles, the result being that the
named after it. bottled water is not only as pure, but as gaseous

Chemical analysis showed a close resemblance as the same water is far do-wn in the rock through
between the> Apollinaris Spring- and those at a fissure in which it ascends. Moreover, a îpart
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of the carbonie-acid gas is forced under pressure mand continue, cau the supply keep pace with
in each empty bottle sa as to expel the common it ?" Careful tests have been mUa,ýe, which de-
air before the water enters it, and thus the inonstrate that the existing supply is adequate
drinker of the bottled water is certain of obtain- for filliug 40,000,000 quart botties yeaily. When
ing the water in its purely natural state. the ileinaud is in excess of these figures, then the

It is scarcely necessary to explain, I think, Apollinaris Company may bave to sink a second
that artificially aerated waters contain carbonic- vell. Lt is quite car, however, that the Apol-
acid gas, but this gas is not a product of the linaia Spring yiekis enough -ater not only for
chemistry of nature. There is no difficulty in present requirements, but also for those of a
making it ; the puzzle is how to obtain it as pure future which is stili remote.
as it is in its natural form. The artificial gas
can be washed, and the manufacturers of the
best aerated waters take every precaution to de e ts i
insure the purity of tre bererage wrich A they At the February meeting of the Berlin
supply ; yet natural chemical processes are the Medical Society, Mendel read an interesting
oly perfect ones, and the popularity ofwApolli- paper on this condition, of which the following
naris wre;er is chiefly due to its irreproachable is a condeused abstract taken froin thre Central-
character. Thog the ater itsel e se good, blatt Sprig yeld, 1890:
aud thee method of bottling it so completp, yet Ln 1869, Riobrtso, first called attention to a
other thigs have an importance vhich is,- f almost special symptom il patients suffrrnm from
para ount. nrvous disease. In eyes of normal vision au

Tire empty glass bottes are placed neck down- apparance te pupils filed te show the least
ward on a revolving table, au a stream of water direct reaction te light, contracting, hoever,
is repeatedly foreed into ics under bigh readily ou accommodation for ear objets or on
pressure as the table waoves round. A woman convergence. s observatious were conarmod
is stationed at one side of the table to watch hy other observers, aud Erb showed tiat tis
ach bottie, when empty aud before baing, taken syAptom appears especially of two diseases,

off, and see whetber any ixnpurity reniains. As uaely, tabes and the progressive paralysis of
an electrie glow ligt is behpnd the bottae tpoe the insane, aud in tom, so costantly as to b
slightest speck in thre glass eau bre detectsd by of considerable value in diagfosis, more especi-
her at a -lance. The stone bottles are kept aly as it is an early syipto, indeed somoties
filled for twenty-fonr hours, aud if au.Y leakage the earliest. We sbould therfore be on the
is perceptible they ýare broken uip, and they are watch for it in suspected cases. Iu cousidera-
repatdly washed beforo boing filled with tien af tne importance of tim ss synmptop it is
aineral ater. Thounro the uater forced idti setaral to ask where it is localized, with what
Them is the same as thapt t tye glass l ottes, yet, changes in the pervous apparatus associated, or

as they caunot b corked with te saine lighting by what produced a An affection of ths optic
rapidity, a portion of the as oscaps, and thus nerve will nor produce it, as te Argyll-obert-
the water when poured out of themt is bess son pupil may be found for years wthout
sparkiing. change in visual acuity, neither eau it be due

A few statisties will probably have greater at- to changes in the peripheral oculo-motorius, as
traction for those who have read what ias been it is hard to sc how these nerve-fibres coul act
writtet; ideed, the figures in this case are te accommodation ae not to light-stinulas. t
more cloquent than auy phrase. It was in 1873 only romains, trerefor, to cept the view that
that the Apollinaris Tompany bcgan operations, tre dfect is somewhere in the so-alled
auf in that year tire number of glass a sto e central reflex boai," Tie first experirents
bttes illed aud exported nuas a little under w this direction were by Flurens, Iwho located

t,000,000. wast year the nuber was iearly tire seat of the sympto n of thie corpora quiri-
16,000,000, and orders have bea given for a gomina, where, o caerdig to iris view, the ne-
stil lsrger supply of bottles in epectation of an vous stimulus is trausfprred from c te opti to
inreasing demand next year . Te cork-s used the oculo-motorius. Anis opinion bas been
ast yeai- weighied fifty-seven tons. Tirese figures maiutained up to the present tisse by opirtial-
are gigantic, aud oftere g not certain of their mologists, an tMagnus sketches the following
accuracy should not give t iof. I was quite course e tye stieulus: Optie tract, corpora
prepared for hearicg that the total amounts were quadrigemina, nucleus of tie sphincter iridi,
e wtsaordinary. as I teck pains to estimate tire aud lastly oculo-motorius trunk to-ye. That
speed at whi h the bottles were fihled during tis view is false, Mendel believes to b shown
ry visit, a fndeund tiathe fire ing ent on at by tire experimonts f Gdden, who removed

thre rate of 90,000 a, day. 'Four hunidred and tire corpora quadrigfem ina without observing aniy
ffty peron h are engagedin re sevral opera- interforeances wt thre pupillarymoveents. The
tion. seat of tie nervous transmission cal therefore

Tle question nay e put by others wich I not lie in them, au Gudeo n locates it in te
Put afteavisitin tho springs : "houldtirede- external corpus geniculatu, without, howev er
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offering any proof in support of his belief.
l\Mendel, in bis experiments, removed the iris
as coinpletely as possible in new-born animals
(dogs, cats and rabbits). Phthisis bulbi or
suppuration destroyed the majority of such
eyes; some, however, were preserved which
showed during life no impairment of the visual
act. All his results showed the following con-
ditions:

In those cases in which, in consequence of
destruction of the eye, the optic nerve atrophied,
there was found in the brain a demonstrable
atrophy of the external corpus geniculatum of
the opposite side-~results already published by
Gudden and his pupils. In addition, however,
he also found, even when the eyeball was pre-
sc-rved, all atrophy of the ganglion habenulS of
the sane side. When 'in all cases during life
the single abnormal symptom is absence of
iris-function, and after death an atrophy of the
ganglion habenulæ of the sane side is found,
one is certainly justified in believing that it is
the center for the iris-mzovements. That it is a
reflex center is evidenced by other appearances:
as the fact that the pupillary fibres of the
opticus in part enter the ganglion habenulo.

Besides, Gudden, although regarding the
external geniculate body as the iris-crnter, re-
ports that removal of the anterior corpora
quadrigernina causes no disturbance of the
pupillary movem ents, such disturbance, how-
ever, following the removal of a " promuinence"
in front of them. This prominence is obviously
the ganglion habenuioe. In support of his views
Mendel mentions that Bechterew and others
have in various ways come to the belief that the
center for pupillary movements lies in the wall
of the third ventricle, and especially at its
posterior part. This belief corresponds fully to
the experimental results obtained by Mendel.

The question as to the course of the fibres
fron the ganglion habenulæ te the oculo-
notorius is answered by Mendel as follows:
lie found the ganglia habenulS of both sides
connected by a commissure, corresponding to
the lowest part of the posterior commissure.
This would be in accord vith the physiological,
2ostulate that the pupils act syminetrically.
The commissure showed a certain degree of
airophy on the side of the atrophic ganglion,
which could be traced into the posterior con-
niissure, so that according to this the course of
the fibres from the ganglion habenul te the
oculo-motorius would be through the posterior
commissure. It is further remarkable that with
changes in the pupils, the nucleus of the oculo-
motorious was constantly normal. Mendel
found, however, in the cell-accumulation of
Gudden's nucleus, a difference between the
two sides. This cell-group is situated below
the oculo-motorius nucleus, and Mendel traces
out the "central reflex bow" thus: Retina,
optic nerve and tract, ganglion habenule of the

ïame side, posterior commissure, Gudden's
nucleus, oculo-motorius, and sphincter iridis.

In man a decision will be only possible after
careful examination in tabies and paralysis of
the exact spot located by Mendel as the pupil-
lary center. Some scattering observations, in
part confirmatory, have already been made,
though Moeli was unable, in cases of Robertson
pupil, to detect any atrophy of the posterior
commissure (a reference by Senator in the dis-
cussion of Mendel's paper). While the Argyll-
Robertson pupil occurs in mydriasis as well as
myosis, it is especially observed in connection
with the latter.-Brooklyn Med. JournaL

TREATMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS.

Prof. Lopine (Semaine Médicale) writes as
follows on this interesting subject:

It was formerly supposed that an infinitesimal
quantity of virus was sufficient to cause, in an
animal, a virulent disease. Later researches
have shown that this idea is erroneous. There
are certain ferments which act like poisons ;
a sufficient quantity is required to produce
certain effects ; a too small quantity of glycolytic
ferment will not destroy a large amount of
glucose. If we desire to obtain a clear view of
the pathogeny of diabetes and the indications
for its treatirent, we must take account both of
the amount of sugar to be destroyed and of the
means of destroying it which are at the dis-
posal of the patient. In other words, in'the
treatment of diabetes we must endeavor (1) to
increase the destruction of the sugar, and (2) to
diminish its production in the economy or its
introduction with the food.

Can we furnish the patient with a glycolytic
ferment ? It is to be hoped so, though the
efforts that I have made for a month are not
very encouraging. Pancreatine does not possess
an appreciable glycolytie power, and pilocar-
pine, which was relied upon to increase, to a
certain extent, the pancreatic function, has not
thus far succeeded in any case except that of
M. Lanois Although we cannot, just now,
provide the diabetic patient with a ferment, we
may try to increase its power. In vitro, car-
bonie acid diminishes itgreatly; oxygen, on the
contrary, acts favorably; advantage might be
taken of this fact in treatment. Ozone, it is
said, has been tried without effect; but that is
no reason why further experiments should not
be made.

It has long been known that alkalies favor
the destruction of sugar. But when we recall
the very small amount of bicarbonate of soda
contained in a glass of Carlsbad water, of
Bourbonle,. or even of Vichy, and besides the
manifest utility of these waters in certain cases,
we are forced to the conclusion that they act
otherwise than through their bicarbonate of
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soda. Perhaps by exciting digestive activity Icaused a re-appearance of the glycosuria, whichthey increase the production of the glycolytie disappeared under a moderate diet.ferment. Another drawback, still more serious, of a toc
WIthout acting upon this ferment, we may abundant meat diet is the acid diathesis, lead-

increase the ctestruction of the sugar by muscular ing to coma if not promptly combated iwith
exercise. To Bouchardat belongs the credit of alkalies in large doses.-~N. 0. ]Med. and Surg.
having first clearly shown this fact ; but in his Journal. Lancet-Clinic.
practice lhe carried it to excess, Diabetic
patients cannot over-exercise with impunity.
The physician should see to it that his patient TIHERAPEUTICS OF INTESTINA.Ldoes not take too much exercise. In general, ABSORPTIONmassage is of more value than exercise ; I have
obtained excellent results from its employment. Dr. Leubusher (La Médicine Moderne), arrives

I now pass to the consideration of tho means at the following conclusions: Quinine and
of diminishing the production of sugar. Opium morphine, even in the eak solution, diminishlias long been recognied as one cf the most intestial absorption. Morphine exorcises the
valuable remedies in the treatment of diabetes. same action, even when it penetrates into the
Seome years ago M. Villemain recomm ded organism by the hypodermic method. A'chol in
that belladonna be associated with opium. I very weak solution (one-half to two per cent.)have never perceived the utility of this sugges. increase absorption, but it rapidly diminishes ittien, fer the belladonna dries the patient's when the solution is made stronger. Glycer-
throat, and I have never een a diabetic patient ine has ne action in this respect. Chloride of
derive any material advautage from its use. sodium in small doses increases absorption;
Quinine, bromide of potassium, salicylate of Carlsbad water is without influence. Experi-
sodium, and antipyrine have also renderecI ments made on man show that the iodide of
great service to a certain number of diabetics, potassium is eliminated slowly when it ha
but all of these drugs, except the bromide, have been administered in concentrated alcohol-
a common vice, upon which I have insisted for i2 solution. lu the urine the iodide is
the last ton years, and that is, that while they more rapidly and abundantly eliminated when
dimmsh the productio cf sugar (which I wvas it is given in a moderate amount of alcohol. In
the first to prove experimentally), they also glycern, water, or milk, the iodide je less
check its destruction. I may say to-day that rapidly eliminated by the urine.-'herapeutic
this effect is due to the inhibitory action which Gazette.
these substances exert upon the glycolytie
ferments. CIILORIDE OF SODIUM AS ANWe may understand, therefore, to what ex- ANTISEPTIC.tent these agents are useful. The diminution
of the glycosuria wvhich they effect is really Fritich, of Breslau, recommends chloride ofadvantageous only to those patients in whom sodium in solution, carefully sterilized andthere is an over-production of sugar ; in them warmed, for the purpose of douching woundsthey place an obstacle te an exaggerated de- after operations instead of the antiseptîcs ordin-nutrition. In other patients the diminution arily in use. This solution ho las employed inof the glycosuria, if it take place, is de- such operations as removal of uterine ibro-ceptive, siuce it may really aggravate the myomata, ovariotomy,- and in one Cæsareanmorbid condition by impeding the formation of section, in all cases successfully. ln his opinion,the glucose necessary to maintain life. cold atmospheric solutions should never be used

in surgory, bu aoasduhs fcbrd fTo scm up, in diabetes we should increase si u , but always douches of chloride e
the destruction of glucose ; unfortunately, Our sodim, sterihzed and warm, 0.6 per cent.abilities in this regard are exceedingly narrow strength. He believes that by this means
although we are at present acquainted with the pationts complam ef less discomfort after the
glycolytic forment. We can nuch more easily operation, and more quickly recor.-Med.
impede the formation of sugar, but the drugs ess ad culr.
used for this purpose unfortunately restrain its
destruction, wvhich is a serious fault. This
gives an additional reason for insisting on ab- A NEW TEST FOR LEAD.
stention from amylaceous foods.. My views en Brennstein says (Pharm. Zeitunq) that if athis subject are too well known for me to repeat solution of sodium phosphate be added to thethem here. I deem it advisible, however, to saspected liquid, 'after the latter has been firVtcall attention to the iaconveniences of the in- acidified vith acetic acid and then made arn-gestion of too great a quantity of meat. Prof. moniacal, either an opalescent appearance or aKaunyn recently reported several cases of strong turbidity will result, according ta thediabetes in which the increase in the meat diet amount of Jead present.
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DIETETIC RULES IN DISEASES OF THE ipulation. An efficient substitute for a masseur
DIGESTIVE ORGANS. is a metal ball, weighing from three to six

pounds and covered with cloth to prevent chill-
Dr. J. Boas (Deutsche med. Zeit., No 43, ing the skin. The patient should every morning

1890) deals generally with the dieting of roll this ovei the course of the large intestines
stQmach and intestinal disorders. In consider- for five or tem minutes, beginning in the right
ing diet in such conditions, three points must be iliac region. Professor Nothnagel believes that
looked to (1) The constitutional condition and in the end massage is invariably of benefit, but
the state of nutrition of the patient ; (2) the that we must not expect much benefit for wreeks
surroundings and customary habits of the and perhaps months. As cases of long duration
pa.tient. Thus, the dietic treatment of the react but slowly to almost all methods of treat-
workman must -be considered fronr another ment, we must (in order to guard against the
standpoint than that of the well-to-do. Thirdly, results of fæcal accumulation) have resort to
the.most important point is the prescription Of laxative mineral springs. drugs, or enemata.
diet with the actual disturbance of digestion in Nothnagel believes it better, under these cii-
view. The stomach, for example, gets Out Of cumstances, to avoid drugs, and only to use an
order in two of its functions-the. mnotor and the enema, either ef pure water or one containing-
chemical; absorption in the stmach plays a common salt, olive oil, or, preferably, glycerine.
very sinall part in the function3 o. the organ, so Acid fruits should be freely taken, along with a
that' an endeavor must be made (by ýthe use of mutritious and easily digested diet. Should a
thestomach sound) to discover (1) whether there vegetable laxative be called fer, notwithstand-
i. a 'disturbrnce of the gland function, and ing these remedial measures, Nothnagel recom-
yhether there are ferientative processes going mends a pill composed of podophyllin and the

on.;ý (2) vhether the motor activity of the extracts of aloes, rhubarb, and taraxacui.-
stonach is at fault; or (3) whether both these Philadelphria Med. News.
coWditions are present. There are cases, for
example, in which the stomach seems incapable,
owing: to defficiency of gastric juice, pf digesting It is said to be possible to restore one who is
proteids ; in these cases the digestion of carbo- helplessly intoxicated to the almost complete
hydrates may be perfect. Proteids in these use of his faculties in a very short time by ad-
cases must, therefore, be given in a prepared or ministering to him a half teaspoonful of am-
sernirdigested form (albumen, peptone). In monium chloride in a tumbler of wate-r.
these cases fat is digested with difficulty, or,
rather is split up into fatty acids by the fer-
mentation in the duodenum, and so does not NEWS ITEMS.
enter the lymph channels in the usual forn of ALVARENGA PRIZE 0F THE COLLEGE OF PHYsI-
an emulsion of neutral fat. Sodium chloride is c 0-Cs o, PHILADELPHIA.-The College of Physi-
useful in these cases, since it helps to forn the cians of Philadelphia announces that the next
hydrochloric acid of the stomach, which tends award of the Alvarenga Prize, being the income
to stop' fermentative processes. On the other for one year of the bequet of the late Senor
hand; there are cases where there is hyperacidity Alvarenga, and amounting to about $180, will
iù the stonach. In these cases proteids are ex- be made on July 14, 1891. Essays intended for
ceedin'gly well digested and carbohydrates but competition may be upon any subject in Medi-
febty acted upon, se that the digested ferms, cine, and must be received by the Secretary of
sih 'as dextrines, malted foods, etc,, have to the College on or before May 1, 1891. Charles
b presnibed. For insufficiency, of the motor W Dalles, secretary.
activity of the stomach, enemata of half a litre,
with a proper diet, are beneficial.-Supp. Eight iatients are being treated in thie Post-
BMiGh 1ed. Journal. Graduate Hospital by Koch's lymph. Three of

them are cases of lupus ; four cases of

TPiEATMENT OF HABITUAI CONSTIPA-
TION.

Professor Nothnagel, in a recent lecture,
reported in the Wie'ner Med. Presse, considers
the three most important elementsin the treat-
of, habitual constipation to be massage of the
abdoinen, electricity, and abundant exercise.
Abdominal massage cannot be properly pér-
formed by the patient upon himself, the effort
required causing contraction of the abdominal
muscles, w1hich prevents deep pressure and man-

phthisis pulmonalis, and one laryngeal tubercu-
losis. The inoculations are in charge of Dr. W,
C. Bailey, who was for a long time a student in
Koch's laboratory, assisted by the Director of
-the Laboratory, Dr. J. H. Lineley.

Messrs. J. Calvet & Co. are to be congratula-
ted upon the enormous advance that Messrs.
Frederick de Bary & Co. have made with their
wines during the year. lu 1889 the importa-
tions amounted to 30,600 gallons in wood and
3,439 cases, and in 1890, 54,060 gallons in
wood and 7,387 cases, being an increase in one
year of over 85 per cent.
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MONTREAL, FEBRUARY, 1891.

THE KOCH TREATMENT.

This is still a very absorbing topic among
medical men, although fortunately, the ex-
citement of the lay press has somewliat
subsided. In the meantime, the treatment
is being carried out with regard to the
minutest details at the General Hospital, at
the Western Hospital, and at the Hotel
Dieu in Montreal; but owing to the great
caution required in order to avoid fatal
results, only small doses have been injected,
and the improvement has accordingly been
somewhat slow. But it is better to take
some time in order that if no goodTfsi done,
at least it may not be blamed for doing harm.
An immense body of the profession is still
opposed to it, the prevailing idea being that
it will follow the fate of other highly vaunted
methods of treatment. This of course,

proves nothing against the remedy, because
the general tendency of the profession is
towards conservatism, and the very best
methods which have come to stay, have
nearly always been strongly opposed during
nany years by the majority of the profes-

sion, which however has adopted them when
their merits have been sufficiently proven.
This is as it should be. A great deal of loss
of professional prestige has followed the too
great 'credulity of practitioners in believing
what has been .said of different new :reme-

dies, staking their reputation upon thesue-
cess or failure of the latter.

There is, on the other hand, a smallb'ut
compact body, composed largely- of those
who have seen the effects of the Koch treàt-
ment, and who firmly believe in its efBcacy,
either as a diagnostic agent or as a means
of cure. The plan which Koch and- hià
advisers have adopted for introducing: the
remedy to the profession,is tobe commended;
it has been placed first, not in the hands of
those who would be likely to make money
out of it, irrespective of its value, but rather
in the hands of scientific workers, princir
pally professors in universities and hospital
attendants, who have the means for inaking
accurate observations and who could .have
little or no object in exaggerating or depres
ciating its real value. A good deal of angry
feeling and of ill natured remarks have been
made upon Koch's determination to ,keep
the method of its manufacture secret. Sômé
of them state that he is not likely to di'vulgé,
it as long as he and his two associates' exclu-
sive possession of it continues to bring in
what the Germans call the " colossal "
revenue, of a million marks a year for 'hin-
self and a quarter of a million apiece fôr:his
colleagues.

While we are anxious to see this, or, ang
other remedy which has been vouched for
by a scientific observer, given a fair trial;
and while we shall be only too happy to
record its brilliant success, we fear it will
hardly realize the sanguine expectations of
its inventor and his followerp.

We may mention with some prid that
two of the professors in Bishop's C6lÏeg,
Drs. McConnell and G. T. Ross, wer -thå
first and only ones so far frorn the méý'tioL
polis to visit Berlin for -the purpose
serving on the thousands under treatiert,
the effects of the remedy and its metlà4áf
employment. In response to the enilrai
feeling of the profession, that none o<f Î
members should continue to derive an'yeô
fit, 'from a secret preparation, Dr. Kochïas
made a partial disclosure of its method&6f
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manufacture. It would appear that a quan-
tity of sterilized culture fluid is inoculated DR. A. P. SCOTT.
with colonies of tubercle bacilli, which The late A. P. Scott, M.D., was born in the

rapidly multiply until they have exhausted Eastern Townships of this Province in the year
ail he utrint ateralwhenfurher1859, and at an early age lie studied for pliai-all the nutrient material, when further 0

multiplication ceases. During the process racy, and subsequent to passing lis pharmaceu-

of growth, these bacilli which are among the tical exammations lie acted as assistant to seve-
rai well-kncwn druggists in -Montî'eai, until

lowest forn of vegetable life, give off certain ar
excreta, the presence of which in a cultiva- Mi.avy Reentred busines i' lit-
tion fluid in sufficient quantities, may itself on S. erand stre westeth fon bing

exhibit the growth of the tubercle bacilli, known as 1Scott & Reed."
in a somewhat similar way that a certain Iu the sprina of 1883 he natiiculated for the

quantity of alcohol in a solution of sugar Medical Faculty of the University of Bishop's
and water will put a stop to the process of College, and enteied that institution'the sane
fermentation set up by the growth of the year. Througl lis four years' course at this
yeast plant, which is however, a little higher university lie proved hinseif a steady .nd per-

up in the scale of vegetable life. In case sistent worker, and took a hîgl standing in both

howeyer, that any of the bacilli should re- bis primary and final examinations.
main alive in the cultivation fluid, the liquid lu the spring of 1887 lie graduatec the degree

is passed through a chamberlain filter to b
The xcrecd sbstace, fter this lie went to London, IEng., and thereremlove the germs. The excreted substance,reuov tC grs studieci in the vaîious Metropolitan hospitals, aiso

is then extracted fron the cultivation fluid
by a 50 per cent solution of glycerine. Z 
is this glycerine extract of the excreta ofrequired

is tis lyceineextact f te exret ofexaninations entitiing lin te tlie qualification
the tubercle bacilli which fills the littie L.R C.P., Lond. e ienained in London for

bottles of golden colored fluid sold for six about eight montls, returning to Montreal late

dollars, for 75 minims or 5 grammes and in the fali cf 1887, and atonce started practice.

which is diluted 100 to a 1000 times before In 1889 lie was appointed Professer cf Anat-

being used. A great deal of care is exer- omy in the Mecical Facuity cf tle University

cised in the preparation of the liquid, and cf Bishop's Coilege, and continued te fil tlis

every lot is tested on at least, three tuber- very ardueus position, te the satisfaction cf ail,

culous animals before being allowed to leave up te thc time cf lis decease. In lis profes-

the laboratory. As Koch says himself, it siona life le was a geneîal favorite amongst his

would take a good bacteriolouist six months confrères, and vas ever ready and willing te do

to -learn how to manufacture this liquid. a aod co by ivn li srvces e mhe.
So that taking all things into consideration, On tle 29th cf December, 1890, lie teck sencusly
we think it better in the interests of human- iii (altlough fer some weeks previeus to this li

ity, that Koch and his friends should receive lad been feeling far fron weil) and was con-
a handsome reward, than that so powerfui pelled te take te bis bed, tle cause cf ah this

a drug should be entrusted to incompetent preving te be pieurisy. Severai cf bis profes-

manufacturers, who, in their greed for gain sionai friends weîe in daily attendance, aud ho
would lower the cost of production at the appiaied te be prcgressing to a favorable terni-

expense of accuracy. Our attitude, there- nation, vlen on tle mnrning cf Jauuary i6tl,

fore, will be one of patient expectancy, feel- 1891, on endeavoîing te sit up iu bed leait-

ing sure that we shall soon know the true'failure suddeniy set iu, aud before nedical

value of the remedy, which is being so care- assistance could be secured lie expired. e

fully experimented with by such a large n
army of trained and reliable observers. 1equiescat i n tpace.

know asM " Sott& Red.


